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ABSTRACT

St. George Tucker (1752-1827) saw the Incompatibility
of chattel slavery with the Ideals of liberty and equality
for which the American Revolution was fought. He was cautious,
however, about extending immediate freedom and equality to
all slaves, because he had a jurist's respect for the sanctity
of property and because he shared the racial prejudices and
fears of most late eighteenth-century white Virginians.
Thus, Tucker devised a scheme for the gradual abolition of
slavery in Virginia. It was presented to the state legisla
ture, but was rejected due to the prevailing forces of racial
prejudice and economic self-interest.
Tucker continued to advocate the emancipation of slaves
throughout his life. He expanded his earlier abolition pro
posal to include a scheme for the colonization of free Negroes
in the territories of the United States, because he felt
this would promote emanelpstionism. The colonization proposal
was unique. By the 1820s most southern antislavery advocates
were endorsing African colonization as a means to keep the
United States a white man's country.
Tucker's antislavery theories were liberal when compared
with his contemporaries, but, In practice, Tucker was recon
ciled to the existence of slavery. He was a slaveowner who
believed in humanitarian treatment for his slaves, but he did
not hesitate to punish or sell them when his convenience was
at stake. Moreover, as a judge, Tucker did not use his
public office to effectively remedy the terrible condition of
slaves in Virginia. Regarding slaves as pieces of personal
property, his decisions did not foster easy emancipation.
The complexities of antislavery advocacy in Jeffersonian
Virginia are evident in the life of St. George Tucker. Tucker
was a prejudiced southern slaveholder. In spite of this, he
sincerely hoped for the abolition of slavery In Virginia and
the rest of the United States.

vi

ST. GEORGE TUCKER AND THE COMPLEXITIES
OF ANTISLAVERY- ADVOCACY IN JEFFERSONIAN VIRGINIA

CHAPTER I
THE MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT
a

Possessing a high degree of intellectual curiosity,
St. George Tucker was not timid in his willingness to put
his thoughts on paper, and the institution of slavery in
late eighteenth-century Virginia did not escape his learned
analysis or condemnation.^

As a lawyer, author, judge, and

head of a Virginia household, Tucker was aware that chattel
slavery touched every aspect of his life, as it did the lives
of most Virginians, but, unlike most Virginians, he hoped to
see slavery abolished.
Bora in Bermuda In 1752, Tucker spent his youth on
that Island, but was later sent to Virginia to be educated
at the College of William and Mary.

A law practice In

Virginia eventually led to greater legal responsibilities.
Tucker became a judge of the General Court of Virginia, a
judge of the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, and
finally a federal judge of the District Court for his adopted
state.

He further enhanced his legal reputation by succeeding

*^S@e St. George Tucker, Notebooks, I-X and unnumbered,
Tucker-Coleman Collection, Swem Library of the College of
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, passim. Hereafter
the collection will be cited as T-C Mss. These notebooks
show Tucker to be an amateur astronomer, poet, engineer, and
accountant, besides being a professional jurist.

2

George Wythe as professor of law at the College of William
and Mary and by editing an American edition of William
2

Blackstone1s Commentaries on the Laws of England.

Many Americans also knew Tucker as the author of
numerous pamphlets on Important public issues.

A Disserta

tion oh Slavery; With a Proposal for the Gradual Abolition
of It in the State of Virginia^ was one such publication.
It contained an outline of the history of slavery in Virginia,
Tucker’s opinions on chattel servitude, and a conservative
plan for an end to that heinous institution.

In 1796

Tucker’s plan was presented to the Virginia General Assembly,
but was unsuccessful in rousing the legislators to eradicate
chattel slavery.

Although Tucker never convinced a signif

icant number of his fellow Virginians to adopt his way of
thinking, he remained faithful to his plan throughout his
life and eventually expanded It to Include a scheme for
settling free Negroes within the territories of the United
States.
o
^Mary Haldane Coleman, St. George Tuckers Citlzen of
No Mean City (Richmond, 1938;; "Tucker, St. Georg©,” Diction, eds. Allen Johnson and Dumas Malone
New York, 19^6;, XIX, 38-39« A short autobiographical sketch
containing the points in his life which Tucker thought most
Important can be found in St. Georg© Tucker to Richard Hush,
Oct. 31, 1813, T-C Mss® Charles T. Cullen (”St. George Tucker
and taw in Virginia, 1772-180^” £unpubllshed Ph. D. dissertation,
University of Virginia, 1971J) has studied Tucker’s early
accomplishments in the field of law and has also provided an
Insight into the jurist’s personal and professional reputations.
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^(Philadelphia, 1796). Hereafter, all citations to
Tucker’s proposal will refer to this edition, unless other
wise stated, and the edition will be cited as Dissertation.

k

Tucker advocated kindlier treatment for slaves and
gradual emaneipatlonisni even though he was himself a slave
holder.

Because he resided In Williamsburg, Tuckerfs ,furban”

experience made him most familiar with the care, maintenance,
and direction of domestic servants.

He was, however, the

operator of four plantations, each the property of his two
wives by their previous marriages.

Bizarre, Matoax, and

Roanoke plantations were turned over to Tucker*s stepchildren
when they came of age,**' but he continued to share in the super
vision of Corrotoman plantation with Joseph Cabell, his
son-in-law, and Charles Carter, his stepson
Tucker never manumitted his slaves.
an organized antislavery society®

He never joined

He was not activist in

the sense that he continuously propagandized the evils of
slavery or the benefits of abolition; his public appeals
on these topics were sporadic.

Nevertheless, he was a

committed emancipationist, one of the most sincere southern
antislavery advocates of the Jeffersonian era.
Devotion to a cause may be measured by more than deeds
alone.

All antislavery advocates need not be extremists.

If activism and extremism are the only legitimate character
istics of commitment, then very few Southerners of the post
revolutionary period would fit into the antislavery category.
ju,
Coleman, St. George
were the children of John
who became Tucker*® first

'•
Tucker, 97* These stepchildren
Randolph and Frances Bland Randolph,
wife.

^Tucker acquired Corrotoman when he married Leila Skipwith Carter, widow of George Carter.
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In the 19?0s, It is too easy to expect social conscience to
quash all other factors In a racial issue.

It Is ahlstorlc

to expect the same In eighteenth-century Virginia, where
most of the economic, political, social, and intellectual
influences were deepening the ties between slaves and masters.
Certain influences of that era were conducive to an
egalitarian outlook.

Religious groups, particularly

Quakers, Methodists, and Baptists, argued that the equality
of all men before God should have been mirrored in an earthly
brotherhood of men,^ but these Christian arguments were less
Important in postrevolutionary Virginia than was the natural
rights philosophy of the Enlightenment, which had been
popularised as the foundation of the Revolution itself
White Americans were conscious of the Inconsistency between
the continuation of Negro slavery and their own desire for
independence from tyrannous Britain*

Having defended the

natural rights of liberty and equality In the Declaration
of'Independence* the new nation was aware that It was being
put to the test of establishing a democratic government
based on the high ideals which had supported its own protest
against colonial bondage.

Therefore, Enlightenment liberals

^Mary..Stoughton LockeAnti-Slavery in America from
the Introduction of African Slaves to the Prohibition of the
Slave Trade T I S I ^ T B S g T T B ^ o n , 1901) , 2 1 - 4 5 Winthrop
'
Jordan, White over Black: American Attitudes toward the Negro.
i55o-i8irTchiS5rHiiiT"i9&a^. 1 7 9 -2 1 5 . ------— — - —
7
David Brlon Davis discusses European natural law thought
and its effect on prerevolutionary antislavery thinking In
The Problem of Slavery In Western Culture (Ithaca. 1966}.
.
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of both the North and South condemned chattel slavery and
called for Its abolition.®

A movement for more humane

treatment of slaves also developed.

Humanltarianism fostered

a paternal, benevolent interest in ending the worst miseries
of chattel slavery, including harsh punishments, intolerable
living conditions, and, most of all, the brutal slave trade .9
Strongly influenced by the full range of this philosophical
movement, St. George Tucker based most of his antislavery
arguments on just such enlightened reasoning.
In spite of these philosophical and religious assump
tions of the equality of all men, the Negroes1 physical
appearance acted as a reminder that there were differences
between whites and blacks.

Comparative anatomy provided a

scientific basis for these differences.

In the case of the

Negro, anatomical variations from accepted patterns of
white beauty were taken as indications of Inherent inferior
ity.

The popular concept of the Chain of Being, the hier

archical ranking of the objects of the universe from most
superior to most inferior, provided a convenient means of
ordering these differences.

By ranking the Negro between

the ape and the white man, the Chain of Being helped to
repudiate the idea of a brotherhood of men.

Antislavery

advocates countered with Biblical arguments that all men were
o
Locke, Anti-Slavery, 46-63; Jordan. White over Black.
294-304.
.... “
~~
9Ibid,, 365-368. David Brion Davis discusses the
philosophy behind this benevolence In Problem of Slavery,
3 4 3 , 3 6 0 -3 6 1 , 3 7 5 -3 7 6 , 3 7 8 -3 8 0 , 4 i o - 4 i r r w r * ^ —

descendants of Adam and Eve and, therefore, were of on©
species;

physical differences were explained away as products

of environmental differences.

Many abolitionists were

confident that, given freedom and the opportunity to share
in the benefits of the American continent, the Negroes would
lose what appeared to be their innately Inferior character
istics, that Is, their skin color and low mentality.^®

The

majority of whites, however, continued to feel distaste for
the concept of brotherhood with men who were black.

This

distaste surfaced in a fear of racial amalgamation, a fear
of the degradation of civilized, white society by sexual
intermixture with a darkskinned, libidinous, and savage race.
The differences between blacks and whites were too visible;
11
real equality seemed impossible.
A belief In the rightness of the natural rights doctrine
combined with a belief in the Inferiority of the Negro race
to foster a widespread fear of slave rebellions.

The doctrine

of natural rights was a ftcontagious” philosophy, claiming
liberty and equality for all, and Virginians were afraid
that Negroes would attempt to achieve their freedom by doing
violence to whites.

Pew large-scale slave revolts occurred

during this period; most Negro unrest was limited to running
away and individual acts of poisoning, arson, or physical
violence.

The revolts which did occur, however, kept alive

10
Jordan, White over Black, 482-509, 513~517» 525-530.
11Ibldi, 512-513.

8

the tension of impending dangers: physical, by vengeful
murders against white owners; sexual, by Negro men asserting
their libidinous spirits on white women; and social, by the
inversion of the power of whites over Negroes to that of
Negroes over whites*

The revolts in Santo Domingo in 1790

and Henrico County, Virginia, in 1800, provoked fears which
weakened abolition sentiment and tightened restrictions upon
slaves and free Negroes.

The resulting tension caused most

white Virginians to assume that the two races could live
together peacefully only under a system of enforced slavery.

12

By the late eighteenth century such a system was already
in effect in Virginia.

Negroes were considered to be slaves

unless they could prove their free status.

As the property

of a particular master, a Negro was dependent upon that
master for sustenance and privileges, and minor offenses by
Negroes on plantations or in private households were subject
to punishment by the slaveowner, either by the use of the
whip, the loss of privileges, or, if serious enough, by sale
and transportation away from the slave’s family and friends.
Major offenses against society, such as murder, robbery, or
conspiracy to revolt, were handled by special courts, which
recognized the inferior legal status of blacks to whites.
The courts of Virginia sought to enforce this status-by pre
venting Negroes from testifying against whites and by sub-

12Ibldc, 380~^l4; Jam©s Curt1s Ballagh, A History of
Slavery in Virginia (Baltimore, 1902), 89-90. See Herbert
Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 19^3)*
4-l-»^5» 8
?
1 9 ^ ^ T T ^ n d ’^ assim, for fuller accounts of
slave discontent and the general fear of slave revolts.

Meeting them to harsher punishments than whites for similar
crimes»

The code of justice divided whites from blacks and

was devised to protect whites from blacks.

White violence

done to blacks was usually punished, but never as severely
or as decisively as was Negro violence to whites.^
The courts were not the only public agencies which
carried out the dictates of white Virginia to enforce slavery.
The Virginia legislature, primarily composed of planters
who depended on slavery for their sources of income and high
styles of living, was reluctant to do anything which would
endanger the institution of slavery.

Instead, as Robert

McColley states, it did much to expand the plantation system?
In opposing a policy of fostering manu
factures, in seeking new foreign markets
for th© planters* staples, and in securing
new territories for the spreading of
plantation society, the rulers of Virginia
demonstrated their contentment with their own
economic and social situation.1^
In 1782, enthused by the spirit of the revolutionary
doctrine of natural rights, the legislature passed an act
enabling individual slaveholders to manumit their slaves

^Robert McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian
(Urbana, 1964), 64-66, 93® See also‘^aTlaghr^Hi'stoir”of"
Slavery, 83-38, 102-114, 124-1255 and Aptheker, American
Negro Slave Revolts, 53“66■>
^McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia. 37. 5253. See also
Sumner Jenkins, Pro-Slavery Thought in the Old South (Chapel
Hill, 1935). 4 8 - 6 5 ^'flSptheker^^^rican Negro Slave Revolts,
70-71, 78.

10
without prior legislative approval.^

From 1782 to 1806,

private manumissions were popular, but this early enthusiasm
on the part of the legislators was short-lived.

By 1806,

the slave rebellions In Haiti and Henrico County had alarmed
the whites of Virginia about the growing number of free
Negroes in their state-- Negroes who could spread their lust
for freedom to the larger, enslaved black population.

In

response to these fears, the General Assembly passed a law
which required all freed Negroes to leave Virginia within
one year of the date of their manumission.

Although the

law of 1?82 was not repealed, the number of manumissions
declined drastically.

Anxiety over the free black population

was coupled with a growing acceptance of the benefits, eco
nomic and social, which slavery brought to Virginia5s society.
By 18o6, the belief in liberty and equality for all had
been submerged by self-interest •

A tightening of slave codes

further marked this change In sentiment.

The rights to

assemble, to carry arms, and to travel freely were just some
of the civil liberties which were curtailed to keep the
slaves subservient.18

..^William ..Waller.. Hening, ed*> The Statutes at larges
Being .a Collect ion of. All the laws, of Virginia, from, the
FTrst^Seas ion of the hegl^lati5¥,,T n ,^ h e 0,Tear i S T ^ THlchmond e
155377X1, 39.
16ibid.. XVI. 252.
■^John H. Bussell, The free Nescro in Virginia. 1619---- ---1865 (Baltimore, 1913). 55=5$7'73=Bf:-- —
-*-®MaColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia. 101-105.

11
Freedom from slavery did not end this discriminatory
treatment*

Free blacks suffered under similar civil restric

tions, due to similar social prejudices.

Furthermore,

Virginians, as well as other Americans, hoped to prevent the
assimilation of free blacks into their society by the depor
tation of these unwanted individuals to the Caribbean,
Africa, or the territories of the United States.

The Negro

colonization movement grew in popularity as the questions
©f race and prejudice began to outweigh the principles of
the Declaration of Independence.^
In theory, then, Virginians statesmen believed that
slavery was an evil which should have been eliminated.

In

practice, however, racism and economic self-interest prevented
the spread ©f emancipation as the "glamor of the revolution
ary doctrines” w a n e d . T h i s conservative reaction,
particularly characteristic of the South, did not totally
destroy anti slavery sentiment.

The North was not alone in

its crusade for the emancipation of slaves.

In the South,

particularly in Virginia, varying degrees of antislavery
advocacy lasted through the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Arguments against slavery were plentiful.

Pointing to

J-^Busaell, Free Negro In Virginia. 6 5 -7^1 Jordan, White
over Black, 551”553T~5So^5^9T H. iH’^Sherwood, "Early Negro
Deportation Projects," Mississippi Valley Historical Review,
II (Mar. 1916), .fr86-5077TES5Ee7^
^
^
...
Ballagh, History of Slavery. 145.
20
....
Ulrich B. Phillips. American Negro Slavery (New York,
I929), 1315 McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia,
1381 Jordan, -White over BlackT^35T^SB2T"cTemen£MEaton. Free
dom of Thought- In The’^Jld""Smith (Durham, 1940), 27-28; and
Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts. 371-372.
in
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the horrible treatment of Negroes from the time they were
captured in Africa through their lifelong enslavement in
America, advocates of emancipation did more than show the
inconsistency of slavery with the spirit of Christianity
and the doctrine of natural rights.

They Insisted that

slavery subverted the power of employer to worker and,
therefore, encouraged white despotism.

Furthermore, it was

argued that slavery retarded the industriousness of white
labor, depreciated the value of land due to poor agricultural
techniques, discouraged the arts and sciences by stifling
free intellectual inquiry, and poorly distributed the wealth
to be gained from American soil. A
Individuals who were concerned over the injustices of
slavery eventually organized to bring about the eradication
of chattel servitude In the United States.

The first steps

toward emancipation were taken on the state level, due to
op

the weaknesses of the Confederation government *

Abolition

societies were most effective in the northern states, where
gradual emancipation laws were popular means of ending
slavery.^3
23

Antislavery organizations were weaker, but still

..
Thee© arguments are summarized in Locke, Anti-Slavery,

5^~58»
^ Ibld., 62s Jordan, White over Black, 3^3*
^Gradual emancipation acts were passed in Rhode Island
(1784-), Connecticut (178*0* New York (1799)* and New Jersey
(180*0. Immediate emancipation was brought about in Massa
chusetts (1783). Vermont (1 7 7 7 )* and New York (1.817)* Arthur
Zllversmit, The First Emancipations The Abolition of Slavery in
the North (Chicago, 1 9 S 7 m 0 9 ™ 2 2 9 T See^algo. Locke, Anti -Slavery,
Dwight I/Owell Diamond, Antlslavery; The Crusade for
Freedom In America (Ann Arbor, 196TT7^^~50Tand Jordan, White

active, in Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia, where their
efforts were most successfully employed in encouraging
voluntary manumissions.2** While criticism of slavery was
acceptable and widespread in these "middle" states, anti
slavery sentiment began to decline there in the 1790s.

The

rejection of St. George Tucker's Dissertation on Slavery by
the Virginia legislature in 1796 exemplified this reversal
of o p i n i o n . ^5

Other areas of the United States remained

relatively free from organized antislavery activity.

Georgia

and South Carolina (followed by the states which were later
added to the Deep South) did not even pass laws to facilitate
voluntary manumissions.2^
In 179** the local societies organized themselves into
the American Convention for Promoting the Abolition of
Slavery and Improving the Condition of the African Race, in
order to pursue the cause of abolition on the national level.
As forums for national debate over this issue became avail
able, the societies strove to obtain congressional limitation
of the African slave trade, as well as the fair and humane
treatment of slaves already In America.

By appeals to reason

and conscience, by memorials, petitions, and court cases,
abolitionist organizations attempted to bring about their
desired program on both national and state levels.2?

2**Ibid., 3**3 * 3**8» Locke, Anti-Slavery, 7^-75*
2^Ibld., 129® Jordan, White over Black, 3**8.
?A
Ibid.. 3^3. 3^6; Locke, Anti-Slavery. 122, 130.
^ Ibid., 101-107* Dninond, Antlslavery. 53-58.

Although,

X**
by 1798, all the states had passed legislation prohibiting
the Importation of slaves from Africa, evasion of these laws
was so common that congressional action appeared to be the
only way to effectively stop the foreign slave trade.
Organised antislavery groups prodded the national legislature
to action.

Congressional prohibition of the African slave

trade became a reality in 1808, although prohibition of the
domestic slave trade was rejected due to southern fears that
it would lead to universal emancipation.2®
Besides control over the slave trade, Congress had few
delegated powers which would enable it to deal with slavery
In the states.

The territories were under congressional

control, however, so special abolitionist efforts were aimed
at trying to limit slavery in those areas.

Through the

beginning of the nineteenth century, such efforts were most
often unsuccessful.

Slavery was prohibited in the Northwest

Territory In 178? • but from then on all discussions of the
expansion of slavery Into the territories led to the defeat
of the antislavery forces.

Kentucky, Tennessee, most of the

Louisiana Territory, and the District of Columbia were left
open to slaveholders, at the same time the western territories
were being considered, but rejected, as colonies for free
blacks.2^
By 1808, organized abolition efforts had begun to

^ Ibid., 8l«86; Locke, An11-Slavery, 135-15***
29Ibld, , 1.58-163.

decline.

Having salved their consciences with the prohibition

of the African slave trade, Southerners reexamined their
former liberality and decided in favor of retaining the
institution of slavery.

Northerners, believing that it was

impractical to interfere with southern slavery, were
satisfied to have ended that Institution in their own area.3®
Anti slavery energies in the North and South began to be
channelled into a new movement, the colonization of freed
blacks.

By 1816, local groups had again organized Into a

national movement, this time to transport free Negroes ©utside of the United States, particularly to Africa*''

A

variety of sentiments were expressed in this desire to remove
blacks from America.

There were feelings of racism, the

desire to rid America of inferior beings who might otherwise
mix with the established, civilized, white culture and, by
doing so, taint It.

But there were also nobler ends.

Many

advocates of colonization believed that an effective plan for
the deportation of Negroes was a necessary first step toward
total emancipation.

Taking into account the prejudices and

fears of white Americans, advocates of colonization reasoned
that by eliminating the major cause of these fears (free
blacks) complete abolition would eventually result.

3°ibia., 1 0 9 .
■
.
- - ......
31
-..
P. J. Staudenraus, The African Colonization Movement,
1816-1865 (New York, 196 i )T“l2~>22; PumoncT, Ant:!slavery, 126-132.
-^Both positive and negative attitudes toward colonisa
tion were expressed by antislavery advocates. See Alice
Dana Adams, The Neglected Period of Anti-Slavery in America
(1808-1831) Tb o ston. 19051. 199-207.
_
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In this way colonization was a descendant of earlier antislavery efforts.
cause.

In another way It was a perversion of the

By acknowledging the racist feelings of slaveholders

and nonslaveholders alike, the movement practically guaranteed
the continuation of Negro slavery until white fears were
extinguished.

By doing so, it undermined the rights of

liberty and equality for blacks on American soil.
St. George Tucker's earliest antislavery writings
glorified gradual abolitionism; his last words on the subject
spelled out a plan for the colonization of free Negroes.

In

each case, Tucker was responding to the Intellectual and
social currents which predominated in his society and, in
each ease. Tucker provided one of the most liberal southern
solutions to the problem.

While most early southern anti-

slavery advocates became more conservative as racial preju
dices and economic self-interest drove them to postpone
abolition in favor of African colonization, Tucker remained
loyal to the principles of natural rights and human!tarianism.
However, Tucker cannot be unconditionally praised for his
persistence.

His seemingly liberal point of view must be

juxtaposed with his ownership of slaves, his plan for gradual,
not immediate, abolitionism, his moderate-conservative judi
cial rulings, and his personal prejudices against all blacks.
The complexity of St. George Tucker's relationship to the
system of slavery can only be understood In the context of
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries when
chattel slavery was an acceptable institution to the large
majority of Virginians.

CHAPTER II
TUCKER'S IDEAS ON SLAVERY AND ITS ABOLITION

In late eighteenth-century Virginia, the decision to he
/
pro or antislavery was a personal one. Each Virginian
weighed the cruelties of slavery with the benefits it brought
him and his society.

Each slaveotmer decided for himself

whether he would manumit his slaves or bequeath them to his
heirs.

Like many of his fellow Virginians, St. George Tucker

analysed the debits and credits of slavery and decided that
it should be abolished, but he realized that reliance on
Individual manumission was not an effective means for the
abolition of such a widespread and all too profitable
institution.

Therefore, he hoped to take the decision

making process out of the hands of the individual and to put
it into the hands of the state legislature.

By the time of

his death, in 1827, the General Assembly of Virginia had
taken a position on the emancipation of slaves, but it was
not in accordance with Tucker's antislavery wishes.
Certain facets of Tucker's environment, personality, and
position In society influenced him more than others in his
personal analysis of Virginia's system of slavery.

The

principles of natural law expressed during the American
Revolution, the knowledge he acquired from his legal training,
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and the examples of practical emancipation in Pennsylvania
and the New England states, inspired Tucker to voice his
protest against slavery and to work for its abolition.

At

the same time, an ever-present fear of slave rebellions and
the deeply-embedded prejudices of his era tended to make him
cautious in his plans for accomplishing the eradication of
slavery.
In his Dissertation on Slavery, Tucker elucidated the
dilemma which slavery imposed upon the newly Independent
Americans.

While fighting for their freedom from an external

power, white Americans had failed to expunge the internal
tyranny i?hlch they were Imposing on the black population:
Whilst America hath been the land of promise
to Europeans, and their descendants, it hath
been the vale of death to millions of the
wretched sons of Africa. The general light of
liberty, which hath here shone with unrivalled
lustre on the former, hath yielded no comfort
to the latter, but to them hath proved a
pillar of darkness, whilst It hath conducted
the former to the most enviable state of
hxsman existence. Whilst we were offering
hecatombs upon her altars; whilst we swore
Irreconcileable fslcl hostility to her enemies,
and hurled defiance in their faces; whilst we
adjured the God of Hosts to witness our reso
lution to live free, or die, and Imprecated
curses on their heads who refused to unite
with us In establishing the empires of
freedom; w© were imposing on our fellow men,__
who differ in complexion from us, a slavery! ]
ten thousand times more cruel than tRe~Uimost
extremity of those grievances and oppressionsF|
of which we complained. Such are the inconsistencies
of human nature;..*such the partial system of moral
ity which confines rights and injuries, to par
ticular complexions.1

J

^Tucker, Dissertation, 9-°10.
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The unalienable rights guaranteed to men by the Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution were denied to slaves.
To remedy this situation» Tucker called for a patriotic effort
to restore these rights or else Americans would be "self
convicted" for having defiled the, purity of their cause.
That they had not "loosed fthe slaves1] chains and broken
their fetters" at the time of the Revolution could only be
excused if the defenders of liberty "embrace[d] the first
moment ©f constitutional health and vigour, to effectuate
so desirable an object."
To help bring about this desirable objective, Tucker
searched for emancipation precedents which would aid him in
the creation of an abolition scheme applicable to Virginia*s
society.

He studied the Pennsylvania and Connecticut bills

for the gradual abolition of s l a v e r y 3 and carried on
extensive correspondences on the subject of northern emanclpation with Zephaniah Swift, a congressman from Connecticut,
and Jeremy Belknap of the Massachusetts Historical S o c i e t y . 3
In a letter to Belknap, Tucker wrotes

2Ibid.. 11.
« N m a n 0U K a B > « s v

3Ibid., 82-83.
^Ibld., 12-14-.
^Jeremy Belknap (174-4— 1798) was a
minister, who wrote the History of New Hampshire and Ameri
can Biography. His Interest in the preservation of his
torical Items caused him to form the Massachusetts Historical
Society with a group of his friends. "Belknap, Jeremy," DAB,
eds. Johnson and Malone, II, 1^7*

Ik
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Having observed, with much pleasure, that
slavery has been wholly exterminated from
the Massachusetts; and being impressed
with an idea, that it once had existence
there, I have cherished a hope that we may,
from the example ef our sister state, learn
what methods are most likely to succeed in ,
removing the same evil from among ourselves.
Prom early 1795 through the middle of 1797* Tucker
corresponded with the members of the Massachusetts Historical
Society on the subject of slavery.

By providing Tucker with

an outlet for the expression of his own ideas on slavery and
emancipation, the members of the society did him a great
service.

It was to the Massachusetts Historical Society

that Tucker first presented the ideas which were later
Incorporated into his Dissertation on Slavery,

He spoke of

Virginians laws, her prejudices, the problems behind the
Inclusion of Negroes into free society, and his Inclination
toward gradual emancipationism.

In many ways, the letters

written to the society in 1795^ were Important first drafts
of the Ideas which Tucker would soon make public.

The society

also provided Tucker with additional ideas over which to pon
der,

Acknowledging his dependence upon the opinions of the

learned men within the society, Tucker confided to Belknap,

St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Jan. 24, 1795,
"Queries Respecting the Slavery and Emancipation of Negroes
in Massachusetts, Proposed by the Hon, Judge Tucker of
Virginia, and Answered by Rev. Dr. Belknap," Massachusetts
Historical Society Collections. 1st Ser. (Boston. 1795). IV.
192.
“
7

St, George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, June 29, 1795,
"Queries relating to Slavery in Massachusetts," Belknap Papers,
II, Massachusetts Historical Society Collections. 5th Ser.
(Boston, 1377)* III, 405-412; St. George Tucker to Jeremy
Belknap, Nov. 2?, 1795. ibid.. 417-423.
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"I am almost resolved to publish something upon the subject
Lot slavery] ; but before I do it would give me pleasure to
hear your own, Mr. Sullivan’s, or any other of your friends*
sentiments upon the subject.11®

The replies Tucker received

contained many ideas which were later included in his
Dissertation.
The condition of Negro servitude in Massachusetts
provided few similarities with Negro slavery in Virginia.
The smaller proportion of Negroes, the liberal laws, and the
sympathetic public opinion in Massachusetts were in vivid
contrast to Virginia’s situation, but there were many aspects
of the problem which were applicable to both states.

For

instance, Belknap and Sullivan reinforced Tucker’s predis
position to worry about the effect of freedom upon people
raised under slavery.

When asked about the condition of

emancipated blacks in Massachusetts, Belknap admitted that
unless liberty be reckoned a compensation
for many inconveniences and hardships, the
former condition of most of them was prefer
able to the present....Some are industrious
and prudent, and a few have acquired property?
but too many are Improvident and indolent,
though a subsistence for labouring people is
here very easily obtained. Having been
educated in families where they had not
been used to provide for themselves in
youth, they know not how to do it in age.
Having been accustomed to a plentiful and
even luxurious mode of living, in the
houses of their masters, they are uncomfort
able in their present situation. They often

^Ibid., ^2. Tucker was referring to James Sullivan
(17W ~ X H oF), first president of the Massachusetts Historical
Society. "Sullivan, James," DAB, eds. Johnson and Malone,
xviii, 190-191.
"

suffer by damp, unwholesome lodgings, beoause
they are unable to pay the rent of better,
and. they are subject to many infirmities and
diseases.9
Lawlessness and starvation were also conceivable problems,
even if the Negroes of Virginia were permitted to emigrate.
Tucker quoted Sullivan in his Dissertation on Slavery: "We
have in history but one picture of such and enterprize f sic ]
£the migration of a multitude of enslaved people]? and there
we see it was necessary, not only to open the sea, by a
miracle, for them to pass, but more necessary to close it
again, in order to prevent their return. "3-®
The social relationship of Negroes and whites In
Massachusetts offered a more encouraging preview of what
Virginia might expect once emancipation had been started.
Massachusetts was not totally free of prejudice, for there
were still ” 8seeds of pride, envy, tyranny, and scorn. In
this garden of peace, liberty and equality,8

but Belknap

assured Tucker that he was "not sensible of any want of
harmony in general between persons of different colours,
merely on account of that d i f f e r e n c e . N e v e r t h e l e s s , this
harmony did not mean a high rate of intermarriage.

Moreover,

9Jeremy Belknap to St. George Tucker, Apr. 21, 1795*
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.» 1st Ser., IV, 206.
•^James Sullivan to Jeremy Belknap, July 30, 1795.
Belknap Papers, II, *M3; Tucker, Dissertation. 79.
^Jeremy Belknap to St. George Tucker, Apr. 21, 1795*
Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 1st Ser., IV, 210.
12Ibid., 209.
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Belknap explained that there was "no perceptible difference
between the general, moral, or social conduct of emancipated
persons, or their descendants,” and whites: "It is neither
birth nor colour, but education and habit, which form the
human character."^

With information such as this. Tucker

could more easily place his faith in the abolition of
slavery, for he had some hope that, with proper controls,
Virginia’s society could continue to run harmoniously.
Confidence in harmonious race relations was certainly
preferable to a fear of slave rebellions, a fear which
haunted Tucker’s thoughts, as it did the thoughts of many
Southerners during the period following the Haitian Revolu
tion.

Realizing that two-fifths of the population of

Virginia were oppressed by chattel slavery, Tucker was
extremely aware of "the possibility that they may one day be
roused to attempt to shake off their c h a i n s " T h e

calam

ities which have lately spread like a contagion through the
West India Islands"**^ were In Tucker’s mind as he wrote his
Dissertation and prepared his plan for the gradual abolition
of slavery.

Eight years after the Negro rebellion In Santo

Domingo, Txicker still feared that If the United States
became involved In a war with France "our situation would be
more dreadfull fsic! than that of the French West Indies,"

^ Ibld.. 2 0 9 .
Tb.
Tucker, Dissertation, 39-^1*
15
St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Jun@29, 1795,
Belknap Papers, II, ^06.
.
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because the French might "emancipate the negroes to cut our
throats

The growing population of oppressed blacks

called for more than a philosophical avowal of the principles
of the Declaration of Independence or a vague approval of
northern emancipation.

It called for a plan of action to

end the threat of slave violence in Virginia.
Tucker6s plan of action was to be further Influenced by
the prejudices of his society, prejudices from which he could
not escape.

Belief in the Innate biological and mental

Inferiority of Negroes was commonly coupled with an irrational
repulsion for the physiognomic features of the black r a c e , ^
and Tucker was aware that despite his hopes for the abolition
of slavery, there was "a Degree of prejudice in £hisj own
breast.
Thomas Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia, which
— r ru lu ih r m a n w ig g — —
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Tucker read and quoted from at great length in his Dissertation,
summarized the core elements of contemporary white prejudice
that even affected those men who were antislavery advocates.
l^S
Lawrence Brooke to St. Georg© Tucker, May 17, 1798,
T«C Mss. See also Daniel Brent to St. George Tucker, May
17e 1798,.ibid. % Robert Brooke to St. George Tucker, May 17,
1798, lbld.7" Brent and the Brookes were recalling what Tucker
had said about the undeclared war between France and the
United States.
^ J o r d a n , Whit© over Black. 429-5^1•
18
St. George Tucker to Robert Pleasants, June 2 9 , 1797,
Tucker Notebook, unnumbered, T-C Mss., 39.
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Although Tucker remained skeptical about Jefferson’s "’sus
picion only, that the blacks*••are inferior to whites in
endowments of both body and mind’" ,^-9 he used this '’suspicion”
as a reason for questioning the wisdom of fully incorporating
Negroes into free society.

Tucker also shared Jefferson1©

fear of intermarriage with a race of lesser physical beauty,
questionable morality, and inferior Intellect.2®

Recognizing

his own distaste for miscegenation, Tucker noteds "This is
a prejudice so prevalent in the present generation, that
were I of a different opinion I would leave it to time to
eradicate•"2^

Accommodating his plans to this weakness, he

permitted these prejudices to be the basis for his desires
to restrict Negro civil rights, even after emancipation, and
to colonize freed blacks.
Finally, the know3ed^ and opportunities Tucker gained
by his choio© of professions were significant Influences on
his ideas.

Tucker’s familiarity with the laws concerning

slaves permeated his abolition writings, 22 and it possible
that he gained both his knowledge and his antislavery

^Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia
quoted in Tucker, Dissertation, 6?n
20
—
Tucker, Dissertation, 86n~88n. Tucker suggested that
the reader sho'Hd^Deeome^'acquainted with Jefferson’s full
explanation. For the complete passage see Thomas Jefferson,
Notes on the State of Virginia, ed. William Peden (Chapel
21

St. George Tucker to Robert Pleasants, June 29, 1?9?,
Tucker Notebook, unnumbered, T-C Mss., 39«^0.
22
See, for Instance, the detailed history of Virgin
Slav© laws in Tucker, Dissertation, 34-^7, 5 2 -6 6 , 71-73.
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sympathies from his former preceptor at the College of
William and Mary, George Wythe*

When Tucker succeeded Wythe

as a professor at that same school, his discussions with his
law students on "The Expedience and practicability of a general
Abolition of Slavery in this State , or in the United States
at large," helped him to organize his own thoughts on the
subjects before its publication, the Dissertation on Slavery
had been a lecture to the college's law class,^

Further

more, Tucker's arguments against the right to enslave were
borrowed heavily from William Blackstone's Commentaries on
the tews of England*

■■— m i —
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Beginning with the use of slaves in ancient times, three
proslavery arguments had emerged in defense of chattel
slavery*

It was believed that a conqueror had the right to

deal with a captive as he pleased, since he had spared his
victim's life*

Also, a man could become a slave by selling

himself to another man*

And, finally, children of acquired

slaves were considered slaves by birthright*

Basing his

ideas on those of Blackstone, Tucker reasoned that none of
these arguments was satisfactory justification for slavery*
War depended on the principle of self-preservation, rather
than the right of slaughter, therefore, war did not "'give
a right t© kill, torture, abuse, plunder, or even enslave,
an enemy, when the war is folver.®"^

Furthermore, the

11
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^Tucker Notebook, VII, T-C Mss*, 4*3; Tucker, Disserta
tion, introduction*
^^Villlam

Blackstone quoted ibid*, 23-2^•
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historical precedent for enslavement of captives taken in a
fair war was not applicable to the treatment of Africans
by Europeans, who "have constantly, by the most insidious
(I have almost said infernal) arts, fomented a kind of perpetual warfare among the Ignorant and miserable people of
Africa."25

Tucker also argued that slavery was not justified

by one person selling himself to another.

Being a lawyer

and, therefore, familiar with the theory of contractual
obligations,

Tucker reasoned that a sale implied a price paid

by the buyer to the sellex*.

However, no adequate price could

ever be paid for life and liberty.

Moreover, once the seller

became a slave, all of his property had to be turned over to
his master, the buyer.

"'Therefore, the buyer gives nothing,

and the seller receives nothing; of what validity then can a
sale be, which destroys
sales are founded? '" ^ 0

the very principles upon which all
Believing that neither capture nor

sale was valid foundation for enslavement, Tucker further
Insisted it was wrong to reduce the offspring of first
generation slaves to a position they had neither earned nor
chosen.

"The right of one man over another is neither

founded In nature, nor in sound policy. That

It cannot

extend to those not in belng"^? was the fundamental principle
Tucker used to devise his plan for the gradual abolition of
slavery.

25Ibid., 26.
o£.
William Blackstone quoted ibid., 25*
27Ibld., 97.

The Ideas of William Blackstone and the philosophy of
natural rights both called for an end to wrongfully imposed
slavery and# despite racial differences and antagonism# the
northern states provided examples of the abolition of slavery
without racial conflict or a high degree of miscegenation.
These factors strongly Influenced Tucker as he critically
analyzed Virginia's own system of slavery#

Tucker realized

that the problem of slavery was an old one for the United
States.

It had been Introduced to the North and the South

at the beginning of the seventeenth century: "Early had our
forefathers sown the seeds of an evil# which, like a leprosy,
hath descended upon their posterity with accumulated rancour,
writing the sins of the fathers upon succeeding generatIo'ns#'^
To censure the present generation for a misfortune It had not
created was wrong, but It was still necessary to pl@a,d with
that generation to end the inherited Injustice#
Tucker tempered the blame he placed on past generations
with an understanding of the economic necessity for a labor
force#

Moreover, Virginia had seriously begun to limit the

importation of slaves*^ and new laws had gradually improved
the slaves' condition.^®

About the remaining legal restric

tions , Tucker conceded s

28ihia.. 1 3 .
29Ibld.. 4 0-4-7 .
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Virginia's slave laws in 1792 protected most criminal
slaves from arbitrary conviction and punishment by requiring
a unanimous verdict from five justices of the court and by
guaranteeing the right to counsel for the defense. Slaves
were also able to receive benefit of clergy. Ibid», 57-62#

2Q
✓

It may be urged , and I believe with truth,
that these rigours do not proceed from a
sanguinary temper in the people of Virginia,
but from those political considerations
indispansibly f sic~] necessary where slavery
prevails to any great extent? I am moreover
happy to observe that our police respecting
this unhappy class of people, is not only
less rigorous than formerly, but perhaps
milder than in any other country where there
are so many slaves, or so large a proportion
of them, in respect to the free inhabitants*^
Nevertheless, Tucker, the jurist, believed that the
institution of slavery still violated the three forms of civil
rights? the right of personal security, the right of personal
liberty, and the right of private property*^2

In his

Dissertation, Tucker Insisted that it was necessary to change
Virginia’s laws, because they legitimatized this degradation
of Negroes: "It Is time we should admit the evidence of moral
truth, and learn to regard them as our fellow men, and equals,
except in those particulars where accident, or possibly
nature, may have given us some advantage? a recompenee for
which they perhaps enjoy in other respects•,f33

The laws of

Virginia, despite their mildness In comparison with those of
other states, kept Negroes In a deplorable condition*

Actions

"permitted by the law of nature to all mankind, and by th©
laws of society to all free persons,"3^ were perceived to be

31Ibid.. 6?.

32it>ia. .
33rbia., 51.
Ibid., 57.
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criminal and subject to punishment when rendered by a slave.
In addition to these injustices, a slave was also subject to
a different manner of trial and conviction than a free man.
Until 1792 there was no possiblity of appeal after a »* speedy
an&

prosecution of

capital crimes.

slaves*

"35 who had allegedly committed

Furthermore, slaves and free persons received

different forms of punishment for similar offenses.

Tucker

thought that the most abominable law in the history of
Virginia was the one
exempting the masters of slaves, or others
punishing a slave by order of their masters,
from any penalty or prosecution in consequence
of any slave dying in consequence of excessive
chastisement, for which this reason was
assigned by the legislators of those dayss
fSince it cannot be presumed that prepensive
malice, which alone makes murder a felony,
should induce any man to destroy his own
estate. 0 6
Moreover, the county courts* power to punish runaway slaves
in any fashion short of execution, but Including dismember
ment, convinced Tucker of the "cruelties to which a state
of slavery gives birth."37
Although Tucker desired fairer treatment for slaves and
although he hoped for their eventual emancipation, he was
cautious about immediately extending full equality to blacks.

35|bid., 59.

St« George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, June 29, 1795«
Belknap Papers, II, 4o6~4o7*
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-^Tucker, Dissertation,
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Believing that slaves were a form of property,3® Tucker
suggested that any legislative attempts to ameliorate their
condition would have to consider this unusual, but significant,
s t a t u s .

39

Furthermore, Tucker firmly believed in regulating

the activities and privileges of free Negroes.

He suggested

that free blacks b© compelled to labor, if they did not do so
voluntarily, because "their faculties are at present only
calculated for that objectj if they be not employed therein
they will become drones of the worst d e s c r i p t i o n . H e also
saw no reason to grant them immediate civil rights equal to
those of whites:
It would be dangerous to extend the civil
privileges of the Blacks: for their numbers
and those of the whites being nearly equal
if they could acquire any share in the
administration of the state we should soon
behold two parties formed and enlisted by

3®Tucker examined the condition of the Negro slave
real and personal property: "The primary object of real
property is lands whatever is permanently annexed to, or con
nected with it, or arises out of it, or Issues from it, are
considered secondary objects of the same nature: because
whilst they remain In such a stat© of connexion with It, they
are regarded as part of the land Itself: but when severed
from it, they cease to b© considered as the objects of real
property. The primary and almost universal objects of per
sonal property are all things of a moveable and transitory
nature; which may attend the person of the owner wherever
he goes.” After presenting a number of abstracts concerning
slaves as property, Tucker concluded, "It Is difficult to
assign to them a determinate place, either under the head
of real, or personal property." St. George Tucker, "Summary
View of laws concerning Slaves, as Property in Virginia,” in
William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England, ed.
St. George Tucker (PhlladelphiaTlBoJJT^il, 73 -.9 7 .
39Tucker, Dissertation, 83..
^ I b i d . , 103-104. See Edmund S. Morgan, "Slavery and.
Freedoms The American Paradox," Journal of American History,
I,IX (June 1972), 13.
'

nature under different 'banners whose contests
would probably convulse the state.AONor did Tucker feel It was necessary to Incorporate free
blacks Into the states
Have not men when they enter into a state
of society, a right to admit, or exclude
any description of persons, as they think
proper? If it be true, as Mr. Jefferson
seems to suppose, that the Africans are really
an inferior race of mankind, will not sound
policy advise their exclusion from a society
in which they have not yet been admitted to
participate in civil rights; and even to
guard against such admission, at any future
period, since it may eventually depreciate
the whole national character,^
Tuckerfs thinking was swayed by current arguments about
the innate Inferiority of Negroes.

He quoted Francois

Ch&stellux, tt,In the present case, it is not only the slave
who is beneath his master, It is the negroe who is beneath
the white mfajn.

No act of enfranchisement can efface this

unfortunate distinction.*”^3

The exclusion of Negroes from

the mainstream of white society was, therefore, considered
desirable.

Tucker believed that "the emancipated blacks

were not ambitious of civil rights. To prevent the genera
tion of such an ambition," which would only lead to racial
conflict, he suggested a "cautionary restriction" of Negro
At
St. George Tucker to Robert Pleasants, June 29, 1797,
Tucker Notebook, unnumbered, T-C Mss., AO.
A2
Tucker, Dissertation, 8 9 .
^Chastellux, Travels In America, quoted ibid., 88n.
Marquis d@ Chasteilux (1 7 3 ^^1 7 8 8 ) was a French general and
author of Be la fellcite publlque (1772) and Voyages dans
l 9Amerique Septentx^ionale (1786)7 "Chastellux, Francois Jean,
The New Century Cyclopedia of Names, ed. Clarence L.4Barnhart
(New York, 195^). X. 91*+.
~
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liberties.*^

Although Tucker desired fairer slave codes, he

was most willing to have free Negroes regulated by strict
black codes.

Despite the disabilities suffered by persons

under such black codes, freedom was better than slaveiy and,
as a free man, a Negro could always escape his civil inferior
ity in Virginia by migrating elsewhere

In fact, Tucker

hoped that a curtailment of civil rights would induce a
voluntary migration of free Negroes out of Virginia.^
In spite of Tucker’s fears about Negro inferiority and
miscegenation, he genuinely hoped for an end to the institu
tion of slavery and he believed that the present generation
of Virginians, being more liberal than their ancestors, "would
cheerfully concur in any feasible plan for the abolition of
it."**7

Therefore, Tucker constructed what he considered to

be a "feasible plan.”

Th© plan combined Tucker’s reservations

about the capabilities of the newly freed Negroes with his
sensitivity to th© prejudices and self-interest of most
hli

Tucker, Dissertation, 90-91* In 1797 Tucker wrote
a letter which explained hTs Dissertation ideas. In the
letter he wrote, "It would be hereafter easier to enlarge
Negro rights to their just extent than to attempt to limit
them after they had once been enlarged." (St. George Tucker
to Robert Pleasants, June 29, 1797, Tucker Notebook, unnumbered,
T-C Mss., 40.) In 1803 Tucker included these views in his
revised publication of the Dissertation. (St. George Tucker,
"On the State of Slavery in Virginia" in Blackstone, Commen
taries , ed. Tucker, I, pt. 2, 79n.)
........ ..
A5
Tucker, Dissertation. 7 6 .
Ibid.. 95-96.
fet. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, June 29, 1795,
Belknap Papers, II, A0 7 .
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Virginians.

Tucker rejected, the feasibility of a general

emancipation, because he was convinced that Negroes were
unprepared for total freedom within or without the United
States.

They had been living under conditions fostering

obedience and submission, not Independent thinking or selfhelp.

Immediate emancipation would only subject the slaves

to starvation, disease, and "a lingering death.

Having

had no background in instituting a government or freely
complying with laws, the Negroes "would become hordes of
vagabonds, robbers and murderers"^ when released from plan
tation restraints.

Furthermore, Tucker was sure that a

simultaneous emancipation of all slaves would inflict a
famine upon the area of the United States south of Delaware.
For every free white person cultivating the soil in this area,
there were four slaves doing the same.

By discharging this

vast source of agricultural labor, food production would
decline d i s a s t r o u s l y . Tucker was also sensitive to the
sanctity of property.

Since slaves were legally the property

of individuals, he believed the legislature could not take
them away without the owners’ consent or without just com
pensation.^

Finally, the safety of the white population

was equally as Important as the freedom of the blacks.

^®Tucker, Dissertation. 79*
^9rbld., 86.
5°Ibld.. 80.
51I M d . , 81.
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revolution in the French West Indies provided a too terrifying
picture of the consequences of a general and simultaneous
emancipation.-^
An immediate, wholesale emancipation was out of the
question, but slavery was immoral and the growing number of
slaves made some course of abolition necessary.

Tucker

contemplated the problem:
Every day renders the task more arduous to
be performed. We have now 300,000 slaves
among us. Thirty years hence we shall have
double the number. In sixty years we shall
have 1,200,000. And. in less than another
century from this day, even that enormous
number will be doubled. Milo acquired
strength enough to carry an ox, by beginning
with the ox while he was yet a calf. If we
complain that the calf is too heavy for our
shoulders, what will not the ox be?->3
Gradual abolition appeared to be the only way out of Virginia*s
dilemma.

As Tucker explained it to Belknap, "My plan would,

indeed, require over a century to execute Itself; but we
ought not to be discouraged from doing good ultimately,
because we cannot immediately effect It, or live to see its
operation."5^
Tucker’s plan for the gradual abolition of slavery
provided that all females b o m to slave parents after the
adoption of the proposal were to be free.

The male and

X M d . , 80-82. For another statement of the problems
involved In general emancipation see St. George Tucker to
Jeremy Belknap, June 29» 1795> Belknap Papers. II,
^Tucker, Dissertation, 98.
— 5^St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Nov. 2?, 1795,
Belknap Papers, II, *KL8.
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female descendants of these females were to be free as well.
To compensate the previous owners for the costs of maintaining
these persons dxiring their infancy, the former owner was to
use their services until they reached the age of twenty eight.55

while in service, Negro servants were to be treated

in a manner similar to white servants or apprentices and
were to be subject to the same mode of trial as free Negroes
or mulattoes.^

When they became twenty-eight years of age,

the Negroes were to be given clothing, twenty dollars, two
blankets, and their freedom®^?

Then, as free blacks, they

were to be under rigid restrictions designed to encourage

^ % h i s would guarantee a gradual nature to the scheme.
From his numerical analysis of the workings of this system
of abolition, Tucker argued that "whenever it is adopted the
number of slaves will not be diminished for forty years after
it takes place? that it will even encrease [sic] for thirty
years? that at th© distance of sixty years, there will be onethird of the number at its first commencement? that it will
require above a century [ 1 0 5 years] to complete it? and that
the number of blacks under twenty-eight and consequently
bound to service, in the families they are born in, will
always be at least as great as the present number of slaves.”
Tucker, Dissertation, 99n-104n, 98-99*
56
To do so would provide the Negro
with better training
and,
therefore, make him more qualified for his future free
dom.
This part of the plan may also be seen as Tuckerfs
response to the cruelties to which Negro slaves were subjected.

5?
act.

necessary the county courts were to enforce this

their migration out of Virginia.^®
In 1796 Tucker published this proposal, along with a
legal, economic, and social history of slavery in Virginia,
in the Dissertation on Slavery*

Dedicated "to the General

Assembly of Virginia, To whom it belongs to decide upon the
expediency and practicability of a plan for the gradual
abolition of Slavery in this commonwealth,"-^ the Dissertation
offered the legislature a "middle course, between the tyran
nical and Iniquitous policy which holds so many human
creatures in a state of grievous bondage, and that which
would turn loose a numerous, starving and enraged banditti,
tipon the innocent descendants of their former oppressors®

^ "Let no Negroe or mulatto© capable of taking, holding,
or exercising, any public office, freehold, franchise, or
privilege, or any estate in lands or tenements, other than a
lease not exceeding twenty-one years*— Nor of keeping, or
bearing arms, unless authorised so to do by some act of the
general assembly, whose duration shall be limitted T sicl to
three years. Nor of contracting matrimony with any other than
a Negro or mulatto©5 nor be an attorney; nor be a juror; nor
witness in any court of judicature, except against or between
Negroes and mulattoes. Nor be an executor or administrator;
nor capable of making any will or testament? nor maintain any
real action; nor be a trustee of lands or tenements himself,
nor any other person to be a trustee to him or to his use."
Tucker, Dissertation, 93-9^. For the entire plan see ibid..
91
—
^9Ibid * f dedication. Tucker believed in the theory of
state sovereignty, therefore, it was appropriate for him to
look to the Virginia, not the national, legislature for
action on the eradication of slavery. See St. George Tucker,
"View of the Constitution of the United States," Blackstone,
Commentaries, ed. Tucker, X, pt. 1, X4l.f. I8 7 . See also Jess©
T. Carpenter, The South as a Conscious Minority (New York. 1930)
202 .
— -ijf/y
Tucker, Dissertation. 90.
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Despite Tucker’s efforts to present a proposal custom-made
for Virginia’s economic and social conditions, his plan
failed to move the General Assembly to action.

It also

failed to achieve general public acknowledgement or acceptance.
The most that can be said Is that the Dissertation on Slavery
received an encouraging, but not overly enthusiastic, recep
tion from Tucker’s personal acquaintances.
In November 1796 Tucker sent copies of his Dissertation
to the General Assembly.

He was confident that "the Repre

sentatives of a free People, who In the moment of becoming
such, have declared all men are by nature equally free and
independent, can not disapprove an attempt to carry so
incontestible Fe l d a moral Truth 5.nto. ..practical Effect. "61
He was mistaken.

The House of Delegates debated sending

Tucker’s letter and pamphlet back to him without taking any
action.

In the end, a semblance of courtesy reigned and

the proposal was tabled.

That the motion to send the

Dissertation back to its author was made by men who "had
/To
certainly never read or heard the plan r e a d p o i n t e d to
strong feelings of prejudice and self-interest among the
delegates.

When the essay was presented before the Senate,

It fared no better.

It was "read and ordered to lie on the

^ S t . Georg© Tucker to Speaker of the Senate of Virginia,
Nov. 30, 1796, T-C Mss.
^2St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Aug. 13, 1797,
Belknap Papers, II, 427® See Dec. 2, 1796, Journal of the
Bouse of Delegates of the Commonwealth of Vi^lnla”TRiotoond,
1796}, 52,'Colonial Williamsburg Research Library, Williams
burg, Virginia. Microfilm 16-5*
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table."^3

Georg© K. Taylor wrote to Tucker about the pro

gress of Tucker’s pamphlet In the legislature.

Prejudice

was prevailing and Taylor was sure that if the 11Ayes and
Noes" were taken the plan would be ignored, since "too
many Cof the representatives] regard more the popularity of
the moment than the investigation of truth and the permanent
interest of their constituents •
In light of the obvious disinterest, perhaps distaste,
which the legislature felt for Tucker’s abolition plan, the
letter it sent in reply must be viewed as ironic.

Ludwell

Lee, correspondent on behalf of the Senate, wrote?
You certainly Judge rightly in supposing
that to an enllght C@ned Legislature, no
object can be more grateful, than that of
endeavoring to restore; upon a plan not
injurious to the Society; the Freedom, to
a part of our fellowmen, which the God of
Nature gave to them. That the Time may
come, when Liberty in our Country shall be
inseparable fslcl from Life, is a wish in
which you are sincerely Joined....A5
When the General Assembly took up the issue of Tucker’s
Dissertation only four copies of the pamphlet ("two of which
wesce lost") had been brought into Virginia.^6

it was

difficult for the delegates to know what was actually in the
£*5

'.. ......

........

-

... -

*'D@c. 2, 1796, Journal of the Senate of Virginia
(Richmond, 1796), 46-??, CW^esearch Lib. Microfilm 16-1.
64
GLeorge] K. Taylor to St. George Tucker, Deo. 8, 1796,
T-C Mss.
^Ludwell Lee to St. George Tucker, Dec. 5. 1796, T-C
Mss.
66

St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Aug. 13. 1797.
Belknap Papers, II, 428. The pamphlet had been published In
Pennsylvania•
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proposal^ it was even more difficult for the Virginia public
to be made aware of its contents.

No mention of Tucker*s

ideas about the gradual abolition of slavery or the debate
in the Assembly appeared in the state capital’s newspaper,
the Virginia Gazette, and General A d v e r t i s e r and Tucker
seems to have been concerned only with distributing his
pamphlet to friends and influential people.
The presentation of the plan to the Assembly was not
followed by a vigorous public campaign for emancipation.

In

fact, only one petition for the emancipation of a slave was
presented to the state legislature from 1796 through 1799
(the years which fell between the Introduction of Tucker’s
proposal and the Gabriel Rebellion In Henrico County, which
was a separate factor in eliciting petitions about slavery)
and this petition was in no way affected by Tucker’s ideas.

^(Richmond), Dec. 7* 1796-Dec. 28, 1796. Nor were Tucker’s
ideas mentioned in such Virginia newspapers as the American
Gazette and General Advertiser (fNorfolk!, Dec. 6, X79b^Dec.
30, 1796^ o r TheAlexanaeria Gazette (Dec. 3* 1796-Dec. 31*1796).
68
The emancipation petition was presented by some resi
dents of Middlesex County In hopes that the legislature would
grant freedom to a slave who had shown »Integrity &nd fortitude”
when attacked as he delivered th© public mail. (Residents of
Middlesex County to General Assembly, Dec. 7* 1798, State
Legislative Petitions, Middlesex County, Virginia State Library,
Richmond, Virginia.) Although only a few petitions concerning
slavery were sent to the legislature during this period, most
implied an acceptance of the maintenance of the slave system.
Some of the petitions requested compensation for criminal or
runaway slaves who had died during Incarceration by the state.
(Bottom Shagell to General Assembly, Dec. 26, 1798, ibid.,
Dinwiddle County; Henry Lawrence to General Assembly, Nov. 10,
3-796* ibid. , Hanover County.) Other persons requested permis
sion to Import slaves from their plantations outside of Vir
ginia into this state, since Importation of slaves had been
prohibited by state law In 1778. (Edward Nichols and Nathaniel
Talbott to General Assembly, Dec. 13* 1797* ibid., Frederick
County; Residents of Loudoun County to General Assembly, Dee.
5* 1797* ibid., Loudoun County.) In general, see ibid., 17961799* Aocomaek-York Counties.
■ g ?aeC T aa» taatP ^ii:i j i i»LLiM*iu ii«|.iiii. -Tmiiiii
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On© finds no evidence that Tucker*s plan was the subject
of public controversy.

Most likely this was because few knew

of his Ideas and even fewer took time to consider them seri
ously.

But the limited number of responses received by

Tucker do provide some Insight into the opinions of men who
were known t© be sympathetic to the cause of abolition.
After congratulating Tucker for "advocating the cause
of the greatly injured Africans," Robert Pleasants, a Virginia
Quaker, informed Tucker that he had been too wary of the pre
judices of the public mind and hadtherefore, presented a
too lenient proposal.

Pleasants took issue with Tucker on

the question of the legislature's right to emancipate the
slaves.

Tucker had argued that slaves were private property

and that the legislature could not free them without their
owners® consent or without compensation. Pleasants believed
that since the legislature had given "an American a just Right
to the person of an African"*^ it could also repeal this
unjust laws
The Legislature of Virginia have at least
much Right to Repeal a law founded on
unrighteous principles, as they had in
the first instance to pass an Act making
Slaves of a people who had never forfeited
their Right to liberty, by any Act of their
own, nor had they injured, or had it in
their power to injure, the people of this
Country in any manner.
6Q

^Robert Pleasants to St. George Tucker, May 3 0 , 1797,
Letterbook of Robert Pleasants, 3 2 7 , Valentine Museum, Rich
mond, Virginia.
70Ibld., 327.
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As for Tucker*s plan for abolition, Pleasants found it
entirely too gradual.

Not that Pleasants desired lfa total

and indiscriminate emancipation," for he felt that the lack
of education among Negroes and the prejudices of whites
would make that situation Intolerable, but he did feel that
all the children of slaves should be free at birth, rather
than just the females as Tucker had suggested.

He argued

that to confine emancipation to females would greatly prolong
the abolition of slavery, making it probable that the remain
ing slaves would revolt against their oppressed condition.
Pleasants also disagreed with Tucker*s plan for restricting
free Negroes and mulattoes, because he felt that forcing
these people to leave Virginia would tend "to perpetuate the
prejudices now prevalent against them."?^

Instead he pre

ferred to educate them and encourage their affections toward.
Virginia and its people, so that they might "contribute to
the peace, happiness and prosperity of the Country, as well
as other Citizens."

If this was not done, he warned, they

might assert their desire for equality by violent actions.72
It Is interesting that Pleasants, the one man who has
provided us with a significant contemporary analysis of
Tucker's plan, found, that plan to be too full of the racial
prejudices which permeated Virginia's society.

To him It

was a plan which fell far short of the desired goal. To
stress his own opinions, Pleasants enclosed a petition for

71Ibld.. 328.
72Ibld., 3 2 9 .

kj
the gradual abolition of slavery which contained his stronger
ideas on the subject and stated his hope that, as- "a friend
to humanity,” Tucker would see fit to approve it.73
Thomas Jefferson was one of the individuals to whom Tucker
sent a personal copy of his Dissertation.7^

Tucker had

alluded to Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia quite
often in his own pamphlet*

He had also suggested that his

own scheme for abolition was better than the emancipation
plan drawn up by the legislative committee chosen to revise
Virginians laws Just after American

Independence

*75

Jeffer

son had been a member of that committee.
Jefferson’s reply to Tucker’s Dissertation contained a
reaffirmation of his concern over the problem of slavery,
but there was no comment or critique on the content of
Tucker’s plan®

Pointing to Santo Domingo, Jefferson wrote,

"If something is not done, and soon done, we shall be the
murderers of our own children.... From the present state of
things in Europe and America, the day which begins our com
bustion must be near at hand? and only a single spark is
wanting to make that day to-morrow.”76

But all Jefferson

73Ibld. , 3 2 9 .

Thomas Jefferson to St.. George Tucker, Aug. 2, 179?»
The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Andrew A. Lipscomb
TteshIngton7*^90TJTc“^ T ^ l 5 T ^ w™
Tucker, Dissertation, 8^-8 5 . The committee’s emanci
pation plan and™T:
iIcker1f¥^reaction to it are discussed in
Chapter III.
76
Thomas Jefferson to St. George Tucker, Aug. 28, 1797*
Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Lipscomb, IX, 4X8.
'■.pniir -*•— < T*""* '
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had to say about Tucker’s new scheme for averting such an
eventuality was, "As to the mod© of emancipation, I am
satisfied that that must be a matter of compromise between
the passions, the prejudices, and the real difficulties
which will each have their weight in that operation.”77
Tucker was sincere about his desire for an end to
slavery, but he realized that it would be necessary to shape
his abolition proposal to meet the temperaments of men and
the conditions of society.

His proposal was already a

’’compromise between the passions, the prejudices, and the
real difficulties” of a general emancipation.

Why, then, was

the reponse to the plan so small and so unenthusiastic?
Factors such as economic necessity, racial prejudice,
aristocratic life styles, and fear of Negro rebellions have
already been discussed as the basic motives or rationales
behind the slave system.78

All of these factors were at

work In Virginia in 1796 and, therefore, all helped to shape
the reception given Tucker’s Dissertation.

The Dissertation

was presented to the Virginia legislature "at the height of
the party strife between Federalists and Democratic-Repub
licans,’^

but George Taylor’s letter to Tucker has shown

that self-interest and prejudice were probably more important
than party politics in shaping the decision of the General

77i b i a . . bi?.
7 See Chapter X.
70
...
^Ulrich B. Phillips, American Negro Slavery (New York,9
1 9 2 9 ), 1 3 1 .
^

^

^
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Assembly.

This is ironic, since Tucker had purposely struc

tured his gradual abolition plan to take these factors into
accountr
Convinced that mistaken self-interest and
prejudice were the most formidable enemies I
had to encounter, I endeavored to elude, rather
than invite, their attacks. With this view, I
proposed the most gradual plan that could
possibly eventually produce the desired effect.
I guarded it with every restriction that I
supposed timidity or prejudice could insist
on5 and I endeavoured to lull avarice itself
to sleep by demonstrating the slow progress ^
and insen©ible fslc] effects of my proposal.^ 0
Tucker had not been elusive enough.
Other factors may have shaped the publicfs lack of
response.

One of the important results of the Santo Domingo

slave rebellion was "that many Americans came increasingly
to feel that slavery was a closed subject, entirely unsuit
able for frank discussion."

Fearing a disastrous slave

revolt in their own area, many Southerners believed a "public
airing of matters being on slavery was downright dangerous,”
because literate slaves might be influenced by any open
controversy over their status.^

Such beliefs and fears may

explain why there was a tendency for newspapers not to discuss
Tucker’s plan.
But there was also a unique factor influencing the

®°St.. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Aug. 13, 1797,
Belknap Paper s . II, 427 0

—

— nfciT M i m ■■mwjjriiM iiw .y-miir in v io *

^Jordan, White over Black, 384. See also Aptheker,
American Negro Slave Revolts, 155-15^* 157♦ 158, 3 7 2 ; and
Patricia Hickin, "Antislavery in Virginia, 1831-1861" (unpub
lished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Virginia, 1968),
524-525.

response to Tucker*s proposal*

The Dissertation was sent to

the General Assembly at a time when only two copies were
available for distribution*

One copy was sent to each house,

making It nearly impossible for individual delegates or
other interested persons to be aware of its true content or
intent*

Looking back on the "ill success" of his plan, Tucker

remarked, "Nobody***had read it; nobody could explain its
contents*

Nobody was prepared to meet the blind fury of the

enemies of f r e e d o m * I t was not until the summer of 1797
that Tucker received the copies he had personally requested
of the printer**^

By that time the distribution of the

Dissertation to his acquaintances could not affect its
t i —it> n w m — - n u n n iw i* n itr im u m n*ii m * !■n

acceptance by the legislature*

If the response to the

proposal for gradual abolition was shaped by its limited
distribution In Virginia, then this factor was also an
extremely important reason for the lack of response from the
North*

Although the sale of A Dissertation on Slavery was

advertised in at least one northern newspaper,

Tucker

doubted "that Ethel work hafdl ever cross*d Hudson*s river.
A Dissertation on Slavery; With a Proposal for the
32

St* George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Aug. 13, 1797»

83st* George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Apr. 3* 1797*
ibid.,
St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Aug* 13, 1797,
ibid., h?J7.
RA
The New World (Philadelphia), Dec. 17, 1796*
8-%t. George Tucker to Richard Rush, Oct. 31, 1813, T-C
Mss* Tucker must have forgotten the copy he had sent to
Jeremy Belknap and the Massachusetts Historical Society in 1797*
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Gradual Abolition of It In the State of Virginia was doomed
by disaffection, disinterest, and poor distribution.

The

strength of property Interests, racial prejudice, and fear
worked against it.

Complacency did the same.

initial reaction was one of bitterness.

Tucker’s

The inactivity of

the Assembly in the face of such an important task caused
him to Insist that he no longer cherished "the smallest
hope of advancing a cause so dear to me as the abolition of
slavery."

He predicted that "actual suffering will one day,

perhaps, open the oppressors* ©yes.

Till that happens, they

will shut their ears against argument."
In spite of his defeat and disillusionment, Tucker
maintained his desire for an end to slavery and was willing
to work for abolition plans other than his own.

Soon after

the rejection of his proposal by the legislature, Robert
Pleasants requested Tucker’s signature on a petition proposing
the emancipation of all children born after the enactment of
the bill.

Remembering the "ignominy" with which his own

proposal was treated, Tucker expressed doubt that Pleasants*s
plan for emancipation would be successful.

He was also

concerned that freeing all the children, rather than just the
females, might be too drastic.

Nevertheless, his interest

in ending slavery overrode his pessimism.

Wishing to help

rather than hamper the abolition movement, Tucker m s
hesitant about including his name on the petition so soon

8^St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Aug. 13, 1797,
Belknap Papers, II, 4-28.
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after his own defeat.

He warned, "My name to it I fear would

prejudice rather than serve the cause.

But If you think

otherwise I will subscribe to it.11®?
Tucker also continued his campaign against the cruelties
of the slave system.

In an essay intended for "The Old

B a c h e l o r , h e discussed the necessity for undoing the moral
evils to which the slave system was prone:
Benevolence, or that universal Sentiment of
Humanity, and tenderness, which teaches us
to regard the whole human race as our Brethren,
and to feel for their distress the same com
passion, which, under a change of circumstances,
we should wish to be felt for our own: and to
do, as far as Is in our power, everything for
their relief, which we ourselves could ask, or
desire, were we under the like Calamity, appears
to be that character of the human heart, which
Is probably most acceptable to our bountiful,
and merciful Creator.®9

George Tucker to Robert Pleasants, June 2 9 , 1 797*
Tucker Notebook, tinnumbered, T-C Mss. , 40. It is question
able whether Tucker ever signed this petition, for no future
correspondence on the matter has been found.
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"The Old Bachelor" was a collection of essays written
by William Wirt and a group of his literary friends. Thirtythree of these essays were published in Richmond9s Enquirer,
some in 1811, some In 1813. They were republished in book
form in both 1814 (Richmond) and 1818 (Baltimore). The
announced aim of the essays was "*virtuously to instruct, or
innocently to amuse.9" "The Old Bachelor" was typical of
the "Virginia essay" in the early nineteenth century. It was
characterized by "playfully satiric portrayal of manners,
the seriously moral or didactic, the philosophic or literary
theory In laymanfs language, the half-sentimental commen
taries on American antiquity and traditions." (Richard Beale
Bavis, Intellectual Life in Jefferson9s Virginia CChapel
Hill,
) .Tucker9s essay on slavery (Essay on
Benevolence) was written to be Included in this collection,
but It was not published. See The Enquirer (Richmond),
Dec. 22, 1810-Dec. 24, 1811 and Jan. 2rT^13-Dec. 30, 1813,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia. Microfilm
N 497 and 499.
®^St• George Tucker, Essay on Benevolence, The Old
Bachelor, [1810-1813?J, T-C Mss., 26.

Although he continued to sympathize with the needs and
responsibilities of southern p l a n t e r s , 9° Tucker was appalled
by their drive for power and their desire for extensive
possessions, which subverted the principle of humanity.
"A Virginia Planter proud of the possession of... £ 2 0 0 ”) Slaves
and ten times as much land as the whole of them could culti
vate to advantage," was morally evil, because he permitted
his humanity to be sacrificed to ambition.
According to Tucker, the general treatment of slaves
was too often an example of the principle that "power Is law."
In his Essay on Benevolence, Tucker portrayed the typical
treatment of Negroes on plantations by creating a fictitious
Major Opulent, owner of three or four plantations.

The

Major fed, clothed, and otherwise cared for his slaves, but
he had a "smart Overseer" who made them work long hours.

The

whipping of slaves was another example of unnecessary crt\elty.
That this was done on plantations owned by "the best of men"
only showed the moral degradation that slavery m s

forcing

upon the white population.9^*
90

Tucker wrote, "Some apology, and even a very favourable
one, may be offered for many who engaged in this ^enslavement^
practise® The Lands required to be opened In order to Cul
tivation [ gio*js labourers were wanting, and could not be other
wise procured? the wretched victims themselves were probably
in such a situation as to render a release from their infernal
prison, desirable under any terms; and no doubt many of them
experienced a more humane treatment, than they had been accus
tomed to, even In their own Country, where a great proportion
of them, it appears, are held in the most abject Slavery. An
humane Master, would by such unfortunate beings be regarded,
as In fact he would be, a great Benefactor." Ibid.» 26.
91I b M «. ^6. Tucker did not have to resort to fiction
to portray the cruelty of overzealous overseers© As will be
discussed in Chapter IV, his personal experience with such
men provided him with ample first-hand knowledge.

Tucker’s emotional response to the cruelties imposed
upon Negro slaves is seen most eloquently in the following
poem, which accompanied his Essay on Benevolences
My Ear is pain’d.
My Soul is sick with every day’s report
Of wrong and outrage, with which earth is fill’d.
There is no flesh in man’s obdurate heart,
It does not feel for man. The natural Bond
Of Brotherhood is sever’d as the flax
That falls asunder at the touch of Fire.
He finds his fellow guilty of a Skin
Not colour’d like his own, and having pow’r
T*inforce the wrong, for such a worthy cause,
Dooms, and devotes him as his lawful prey.
And worse then all, and most to be deplored,
As human nature’s broadest, foulest blot,
Chains him, and tacks him, and exerts his sweat,
With stripes, that mercy with a bleeding heart,
Weeps when she sees Inflicted, on a Beast.^
To curb these Injustices, Tucker called upon slaveowners
to check their "unfeeling overseers," but to abolish these
practices Tucker stressed, as he had in 1796* that there
had to be a change in "the laws of the Land•--However
tender our legislature may be of interfering with the rights
of the «owner
nr.mnrmmmuiwnjje* of a Slave, certainly
v these petty
■*“
v tyrants...
v
Cshould be punished] when they violate the bonds of necessary
and merltted chastisement, and set at nought the precepts
of Humanity5^
Although Tucker had insisted he was "by no means tied down
to any particular mode by which fabolltionj may be affected,"9^

9 2 Ibid., 2 6 .
9 3 Ibid., 2 6 .
9^st. George Tucker to Hobert Pleasants, June 2 9 , 1797,
Tucker Notebook, unnumbered, T^C Mss., 3 8 .

his greatest confidence remained with his own plan.

Tucker

distributed copies of the Dissertation on Slavery to friends,
to various persons interested in the cause of abolition, and
to individuals who were just interested In knowing more
about Tucker himself.^

Furthermore, he thought the Disser

tation important enough to include as an appendix to his
1803 edition of Blackstone’s Commentaries.^

The placement

of the proposal in this work increased its distribution
among the influential lawyers of Virginia.

From the hand

written additions to his own copy of the Commentaries, it
seems likely that Tucker was going to keep the proposal in
the second edition of that work, which was being prepared
for publication a decade and a half later.97

^Copies of the Dissertation were personally sent to
such people as John Page^7o}m~Fage to St. George Tucker,
July 18, 1797, T~C Mss.), John Coalter (St. George Tucker
to John Coalter, Aug. 2, 1797* ibid.), Thomas Jefferson,
James Monroe, and James Madison~Tst* George Tucker to Thomas
Jefferson, Aug® 2 r 1797* Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed.
Lipscomb, IX, 4l6), Jeremy Belkiiap (St. George Tueier to
Jeremy Belknap, Aug. 13, 1797* Belknap Papers, II, 427),
and John Adams (St. George Tucker to Richard Rush, Oct. 13,
1813, T—C Mss.).
^Blackstone, Commentaries, ed. Tucker, I, pt. 2, 79-86.
^?Se@ St.George Tucker, Supplement to Note H, On the
State of Slavery in Virginia, which is a handwritten addition
to Tuckerfs proposal that can be found interleaved in Tucker*s
pex'sonaX copy of BXackstone’s Coalmentar ies (I, pt* 2, T*»C Mss.,
79-86 and loose leaf). This supplement dates Tucker’s renewed
interest In republishing the Commentaries at about 1819. See
Chanter II, fn. 4-0* Tucker died before the second edition
could be published.
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Tucker’s supplementary Ideas to his original proposal
for the gradual abolition of slavery are crucial for a true
evaluation of his commitment to the abolition cause.

Written

toward the end of his life, the ideas concerned the coloniz
ation of free Negroes and were outgrowths of the seeds of a
colonization scheme which he had Included in the original
Dissertation.

Although Tucker accepted the popularly held

belief that colonization would have to follow emancipation,
it was at emancipation, not colonization, that he was aiming.
This commitment resulted In a colonization proposal which
was unique for the 1820s.

CHAPTER III
TUCKER•S IDEAS ON THE COLONIZATION OF FREE BLACKS

Proposals for the colonization, or deportation, of
Negroes were not new to Virginia when St. George Tucker
wrote his Dissertation on Slavery.

Prominent Virginians,

such as Thomas Jefferson, Edmund Pendleton, George Wythe,
and Ferdinand© Fairfax, had publicized their own ideas on
the subject at earlier dates, but it was the beginning of
the nineteenth century which saw the most serious consider
ation of colonization.

Tucker was one of many Virginians

who supported the movement to rid their state of free blacks,
but unlike most Virginians he supported territorial, not
African, colonization.
In 1??6 Jefferson, Pendleton, and Wythe were chosen by
the Virginia legislature to revise the state's laws.

Among

their* suggestions was a plan for the gradual emancipation
and colonization of Virginia's slave population "In such
place as the circumstances of the time would render most
proper."*^

Although this proposal was not accepted by the

^■Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, ed. Peden.
137-138.
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5k
l e g i s l a t u r e t h e content of the plan was popularized by its
inclusion in Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia,
where Jefferson explained why he believed deportation would
have to follow emancipation:
Deep rooted prejudices entertained by the
whites; ten thousand recollections, by the
blacks, of the injuries they have sustained;
new provocations; the real distinctions
which nature has made; and many other cir
cumstances , will- divide us into parties,
and produce convulsions which will probably
never end but in the extermination of the
one or the other race.,.* The unfortunate
difference of colour, and perhaps of faculty,
is a powerful obstacle to the emancipation
of these people. Many of their £antislavery!
advocates, while they wish to vindicate the
liberty of human nature, are anxious also
to preserve its dignity and beauty....
Among the Romans emancipation required but
one effort. The slave, when made free, might
mix with, without staining, the blood of his
master. But with us a second is necessary,
unknown to history. When freed, he is to
be removed beyond the reach of mixture.3
A belief in the physical and mental inferiority of
Negroes,

a fear of reprisals for past oppression, and a

desire to keep the

United States a white m an’s country

were behind most of the deportation proposals made by

*%@@ Julian R. Boyd, The Papers of Thomas Jefferson
(Princeton, X95Q)» U p 305~3^5 for a discussion of the proposed revisal of Virginia’s laws. See ibid., 321-323. for a
disc*assion of the reluctance of the Virginia legislature
to revise the laws of the state. Charles Cullen describes
the revisal process as a "search for order" rather than a
movement for reform, in "St. George Tucker and law in
Virginia," 135-155.
3
Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, ed. Peden,
137*“14*3* See Jordan, WhiTe*~overr^ T a c k ,
~ 5 k 6 -5^7; and
Staudenraus, African CoTonization Movement, 1-2.
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Virginians.
a colony
As

In 1790 Ferdinando Fairfax** suggested that

for emancipated Negroes

be established in Africa.

proof of the impossibility of

Incorporating Negroesinto

American society, he asked, "Where is the man of all those
who have liberated their slaves, who would marry a son or a
daughter to one of them? if he would not, who would?
As the historian H. N. Sherwood has pointed out:
During the last quarter of the eighteenth
century, deportation was regarded not as
a punishment for crime, not as a means to
prevent an Increase In the number of free
negroes, but as a logical outcome of manu
mission. Deportation had become a broad
social problem Q particularly the prevention
of race intermixture^, Involving the trans
portation of the negro population to a dis
tant territory with the aid of the state
and under tjje auspices of the national
government•®
When Tucker wrote his Dissertation on Slavery, he addressed
himself to this type of deportation scheme and bluntly stated
two objections.

First, the expense Involved in transporting

the freed Negroes to their new homes (within or outside of
the United States), as well as the expense of supporting them
until they had established a viable economy and protection
from outside invasion, would be "beyond the revenues and

**Fairfax was a wealthy Virginia planter and a close
friend of George Washington. Jordan, White over Black, 55kn*
^Ferdinando Fairfax, "Plan for liberating the Negroes
within the united states jTslel," The American Museum, or,
Universal Magazine, VIII (X?90), 2B5 . See Jordan/ White over
BXack7”35^”555; and Staudenraus, African Colonization Movement,
_

5

7

~

H® N* Sherwood, "Early Negro Deportation Projects,"
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, II (Mar. 1916), ^8 7 .
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abilities of the State*M

Second, the possibility of the

establishment of a separate colony in the United States
"would probably lay the foundation of intestine wars" between
whites and blacks .?
Tucker believed "one of three courses...must Inevitably
be pursued; either to incorporate them f the Negroes! with us,
c m i i ■■■ i ii h
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to grant them freedom without any participation of civil
rights, or to retain them in slavery. T o

do the first

would be to go against th© deep-rooted, prejudices which he
and his society had come to honestly appreciate.

To do the

latter would be to deny those natural rights which Americans
honored as the foundation of their society.

Therefore,

throughout his life, with perhaps one exception, Tucker chose
the "middle course."

In doing so he differed from most of

his contemporaries, but such a course offered him an alter
native to the colonisation schemes he found so objectionable.
Tucker’s earliest alternative was to suggest that
by denying them Cthe Negroes] the most
valuable privileges which civil government
affords, X wish to render it their inclin
ation and their interest to seek those
privileges in some other climate.... By
excluding them from offices, the seeds of
ambition would be buried too deep, even to
germinate; by disarming them, we may calm
our apprehensions of their resentments
arising from past sufferings? by Incapac
itating them from holding lands, we should
remove the foundation of ambition, and
party-struggles.9

^Tucker, Dissertation, 8^.
% t . George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, June 29, 1795,
lap Papers, XI, ^08.
lC O ) (^ S S » » l& n O O 0U aStM >«(incC riu(!M SI 3M 9fR 9»

^Tucker, Dissertation, 9^— 9 6 .
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Migration out of Virginia would b© voluntary (so there would
be no government expense) and Individual (so no large colony
would be established), but it would be to the advantage of
the free Negro to leave the state in favor of such areas as
"the Floridas, Louisiana, and the country south of the mouth
of the Mississippi.

Since this scheme was attached to

Tuckerfs abolition proposal, it was rejected by the Virginia
legislature along with the rest of his plan*
Jefferson, Fairfax, and Tucker were addressing themselves
to a much debated issue in Virginia*

Ever since 1782, when

the legislature had removed restraints on private manumissions,
the number of free Negroes had increased rapidly.

With this

increase came public outcries against free blacks, who were
chastized for being aiders of escaping slaves, thieves, and
public charges®
amalgamation.

There was also a pervasive fear of racial
In 1793 the legislature passed an act pro

hibiting free Negroes from entering Virginia, but it was not
until 1800 that it did anything about lessening the number of
free Negroes already residing in the state.^
The fear engendered by the Gabriel Prosser Insurrection
in the summer of 1800 caused the state legislature to reap
praise Its policy concerning Negroes®

George Tucker wrote

3-°St. George Tucker to Jeremy Belknap, Nov. 27, 1795*
Belknap Papers, XX , ^*21. See Jordan, White over Black, 55&* 559#
and Staudenraus, African Colonization Movement, 3~^7~7or
accounts of Tucker*s early colonization ideas.
■^■"Russell, Free Negro in Virginia, 61-66.

to his cousin* St. George Tucker, "You must know...of the
recent attempt of the Negroes.... The Assembly no doubt will
consider It-but the public mind is not prepared for a
remedy which shall strike at the root of the evil."

12

The

remedy George Tucker hoped for was the abolition of slavery
and he was correct in predicting that the legislature would
not pass such a drastic measure.

Instead, colonization

was considered to be a suitable program for ridding the state
of potential or actual colored insurgents.^

On December 31 *

1800, the House of Delegates resolved "that the governor be
requested to correspond with the President of the United States,
on the subject of purchasing lands without the limits of this
State, whither persons obnoxious to the laws, or dangerous
to the peace of society may be removed."^

This first

resolution was followed by three years of consideration and
clarification of the matter.

By 1802, the Virginia legisla

ture hoped for two separate programs s one, a colony on
"the continent of Africa, or any of the Spanish or Portuguese
settlements in South America," for Negro insurgents; the
other, a colony "without the limits" of the United States
to which any free Negro or mulatto could be sent as "a place
12

George Tucker to St. Georg© Tucker, Nov. 2, 1800, T-C

Mss.
■^Colonization as a means to end slave revolts is dis
cussed in Aptheker, American Ne^ro Slave Revolts, 368; and
S t&ud enra us, African CoTonlzat 1on MpvemervtT' T o ^
ill
Journal of the House of Delegates (Richmond, 1800),
48. Colonial Williamsburg Research Library, Williamsburg,
Virginia. Microfilm 16-5°
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of asylum. "^5

•ph© latter plan left open the choice of a

site for such a colony#

The territories of the United States

were considered, and , in 1804-, a Virginia resolution requested
that the statees congressional representatives "exert their
best efforts for the purpose of obtaining from the General
Government a competent position of territory, in the country
of Louisiana C^ow a territory of the United StatesJ# to be
appropriated to the residence of such people of color as
have been or shall be emancipated in Virginia, or may here
after become dangerous to the public safety.
As President of the United States during these years,
Thomas Jefferson received the resolutions of the Virginia
legislature.

He was interested in the idea of colonization

and promised to "execute their £the legislators fj[ wishes with
fidelity and zeal."**’^

Jefferson, like the legislators, had

^Jan. 16, 1802, Journal of the House of Delegates,
quoted in Archibald Alexander, A History of Colonization on
the Western Coast of Africa (PhiladelphiaTT^W^TTT>9-7b•
Agreed to by the Senate, Jan* 23» 1802. Ibid.„ 6 9 #
TA
Dec* 3» 1804-, Journal of the House of Delegates,
quoted ibid #., ?2. Agreed to by the Senate, Jan. 22, 1805*
Ibide, 72. See also Early Lee Fox, The American Colonization
Society, 1817-1840 (Baltimore, 1 9 1 9 ) Staud.enraus »
African Colonization Movement, 4*; Jordan, White over Black,
562^3^Tr*^ndr~paFtTcuTarly^Texander, History of Colonization,
62-72; and Rev. Philip Slaughter, The Virginian History of
African Colonization (Richmond , 1855) * iT^T^T'T'or"accounts
of the Virginia legislature’s actions from 1800 to 1805.
-^Thomas Jefferson to James Monroe (Governor of Virginia),
Nov. 24*, 1801, The Works of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Paul Lei
cester Ford (New York, 19055» IX, 318.
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an open mind as to the sites for such colonies•

At first he

hoped for a settlement within the British colony of Slerre
Leone on the coast of Africa,^ but the negotiations for
IQ
this purpose failed*
He toyed with Ideas of using the
Northwest Territory, Canada, or Louisiana as places for
asylums, but he felt that "the West Indies offer a more
probably and practical retreat for them [ the Negroes^Inhabited already by a people of their own race and color;
climates congenial with their natural constitution;insulated
from the other descriptions of men; nature seems to have
formed these Islands to become the receptacle of the blacks
20
transplanted into this hemisphere*"
The correspondence between Jefferson and the Virginia
legislature (through the statefs governors) was kept a

■^Thomas Jefferson to James Monroe, Jan. 23, 1802,
ibid., 374-3750
•^Thomas Jefferson to Rufus King (United States Minister
to Britain), July 13, 1802, ibid *, 384-385; Thomas Jefferson
to John Page (Governor of Virginia), Dec. 23, 1803, The
Writings of ThomasJefferson, ed. Albert Ellery Bergh
(Washington, W W , xbf, 138.
20
Thomas Jefferson to James Monroe, Nov. 2^, 1801, Works
of Thomas Jefferson, ed* Ford, IX, 316-318; Thomas Jefferson
to John Page, Dec. 23, 1803, Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed..
Bergh, XIX, 138; Thomas Jefferson to John Page, Dec. 27, 1804,
quoted In Alexander, History of Colonization, 71. See also
the encouraging replies to Jefferson’s suggestions« James
Monroe to Thomas Jefferson, June 15, 1801, The Writings of
James Monroec ©d. Stanilaus Murray Hamilton (New York, 1900),
T I T r i ^ Z ^ v James Monroe to Thomas Jefferson, Feb. 13, 1802,
Ibid, 336-338; James Monroe to Thomas Jefferson, June 11, 1802,
Ibid., 3 5 1 -3 5 3 .
,
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secret at Jefferson’s request.#21 so the public was not fully
aware of the colonization efforts which were being undertaken.
However, the debate over the acquisition of the Louisiana
Territory during these same years provided a public forum
for the consideration of the colonization question.

While

antislavery memorials flooded Congress in opposition to the
acquisition of this new territory, which many believed would
guarantee the expansion of slavery,^* Tucker expressed his
hope for an opposite effect.

In Reflections on the Cession

of Louisiana to the United States,^3- he listed as one of the
"advantagefs] which may possibly accrue to the United States
from this acquisition” the potential use of "the southern
parts of Tjouisiana" as a place for the colonization of free
blacks.

This suggestion was a radical departure from his

earlier view that the deportation of blacks to a single colony
would be expensive, Inhumane, and dangerous to the security
of the white population.

Tucker hoped that by modifying his

own ideas to coincide with the more popular colonization
proposals he might hasten the "great work of
of slavery."

But the appeal he made in

the abolition

1803 was still tinged

21 "You will perceive that some circumstances connected
with the subject, and necessarily presenting themselves to
view, would be improper but for yours and the legislative ear.
Their publication might have an ill effect in more than one
quarter.". Thomas Jefferson to James Monroe, Nov. 24, 1801,
Works of 1Thomas Jefferson, ed. Ford, IX, 315<» See also James
Monroe to Speakers of General Assembly,
Dec. 21, 18-01,
Writings of James Monroe, ed. Hamilton,
III, 322.
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with the remnants of past disappointments.

Bitterly he con

cluded , "Would to God, that I could flatter myself that this
ph,

was not a mere visionary projectt"

Tucker*s soheme proved to be a "Utopian idea,"^
because slavery was permitted to expand into the new land.
At the same time, however, other national efforts were cur
tailing some of the injustices of the system of slavery.
For the next few years, Virginia and the other American states
concentrated on the federal abolition of the foreign slave
trade, which was accomplished in 1 8 0 8 .
While Virginia was trying to curtail the importation
of African slaves, it was also attempting to curtail its
own free Negro population.

All slaves manumitted after Hay

1 , 1 8 0 6 , were required to leave the state within twelve months
of the time they were granted their freedom.

Although this

law called for renewed efforts toward colonizing this class
of Negroes, it failed to provide a place for these people to
go.2?

As Virginia's expatriated blacks migrated to neigh

boring Maryland, Kentucky, and Delaware, these states passed
acts which prohibited the permanent residence of free Negroes
1■
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^®Tbid., 24-26 ® See Staudenraus., African Colonization
Mo vementT^ .
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'
-'Tucker, Keflections on the Cession of Louisiana. 25.
HM CiBaft if+n nwttw w c r rn r r w i iq i

I/Oeke, Anti-Slavery. 143-154. Prior to 1 8 0 8 there had
been a constitutional ban on federal action concerning the
slave trade.
2 ?Henlng, ed.., The Statutes at Large, XVI, 252. See also
Slaughter, Virginian History. 1?; and Russell, Free Negro In
Virginia,
»-— 9 ?0.
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pQ
from other states•

The only alternative appeared to be a

colony outside of the United States, but the Virginia legis
lature did not take up this matter again for another decade.
Many events led up to the decisions of 1816.

The

movement for African colonization, which culminated in the
formation of the American Colonization Society, gathered
momentum after the War of 1812.

Benevolent societies

flourished and a national effort to ameliorate the condition
of free Negroes in the United States soon developed.^9
In 1816 Charles Fenton Mercer^®

took advantage of the

growing public interest in colonization and presented a
resolution to the Virginia, House of Delegates which called
for a renewed effort on the part of the President and Congress
to obtain ”a territory on the coast of Africa, or at some
other place, not within any of the States, or territorial
government of the United. States, to serve for an asylum” for
free Negroes.31-

The popular resolution was passed with

little opposition

2 8 Ibia.. 7 1 -7 2 .
29
^Staudenraus, African Colonization Movement, 12-22.
3°M@rcer was a member of the House of Delegates from
1810 to 1817, when he resigned to enter Congress. He was
active in movements for the suppression of the slave trade
and the colonization of free Negroes. ”Mercer, Charles,” DAB,
eds. Johnson and Malone, XII, 539 •
J Alexander, History of Colonization, 75-77; Slaughter,
Virginian History,"ITT

3^1n the House of Delegates, there were only nine votes
against the resolution; In the Senate, only one vote against
it. Alexander, History of Colonization, 7 6 . See also Staudenraus, African Colonization Movement, 31* Fox, American Colon!i h i'i --- I
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On December 28, 1816, shortly after the Virginia legis
lature had reasserted its interest in colonization, the
American Colonization Society was formed 1,1to promote and
execute*" schemes for the colonization of free blacks.33
While leaving it up to Congress to decide on the site for
such a colony, the society's memorial to both houses of
Congress showed Its preference for "Africa, the native land
of negroes...as the only country on the globe to which it
would be practicable to transfer our free people of colour
with safety, and advantage to themselves and the civilized
world."

The society believed the Negroes* "distinct charac

ter and relative condition, render an entire separation from
our own states and territories i n d i s p e n s a b l e . B y 1816,
the trend in colonization thinking had moved away from the
consideration of areas near the United States.

Instead,

concentrated effort was being placed on acquiring a colony
In a totally different continent.
Local auxiliaries of the national society quickly appeared
In the counties and cities of eastern V i r g i n i a a n d
prominent Virginians, such as John Marshall, James Madison,

^ I b l d . , A?; Staudenraus, African Colonization Movement,
2 3 -3 0 7 ™
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J "The memorial fsicl of the President and Board of

Managers of the American Society for Colonizing the Free
People of Colour of the United States," quoted in Alexander,
History of Colonization, 9A-9 5«
-^Slaughter, Virginian History, 11s Bussell, Free Negro
in Virginia, 73.
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and James Monroe, became actively involved in the cause*36
Many Virginians who were interested in the movement recognized
that "the repugnance of the Whites to their O h e NegroesQ
continuance among them is founded on prejudices themselves
founded on physical distinctions, which are not likely soon,
if ever to be eradicated."3?

Therefore, they looked to the

national government to aid in the enormous project of Negro
deportation.*^

Many Virginians, such as William H. Fitshugh

and the Heverend William Meade, also publicized the idea that
the ultimate goal of the national society was to provide an
36 James Monroe became president of the Loudoun County
auxiliary® John Marshall became president of the Richmond
and Manchester auxiliary, which had James Madison, James
Monroe, and ex-governor James Pleasants as its vlce-presidents.
In 1833* eighty-two year old James Madison was elected presi
dent of the Colonization Society® Staudenraus, African
Colonization Movement, 106-107, 183. Although Thomas Jeffer
son did not become a member of the American Colonization
Society, believing "this enterprise is for the young," his
correspondence is filled with hope "for those who can follow
it up, and bear it through to its consummation." Thomas
Jefferson to Edward Coles, Aug• 25, 1814, Works of Thomas
Jefferson, ed. Ford, XI, 419. See Slaughter, Virginian History,
11-13, for a list of officers and members in the Virginia
auxiliaries.
^James Madison to Lafayette, 1821, The Writings of
James Madison, ed. GalHard Hunt (New York, 1908), ix7^$5n.
See also James Madison to Robert J. Evans, June 15, 1819,
ibid. , VIII, 440; James Madison to Francis Wright, Sept. 1,
lH25, Ibid., IX, 9©* Thomas Jefferson to Edward Coles, Aug.
25, l8T47”Works of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Ford, XI, 418; Thomas
Jefferson i o T f i l T i 1826, ibid., XII, 434.
^Thomas Jefferson to Jared Sparks, Feb. 4, 1824, Ibid.,
XII, 339S- James Madison to Robert J. Evans, June 15, TD5T9,
Writings of James Madison, ed. Hunt, VIII, 442, 446s James
Madison to Lafayette, Nov. 1826, ibid., IX, 2 6 5 .
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avenue for the emancipation of all s l a v e s *39
By 1821, the American Colonization Society had obtained
some territory on the African continent (the area which is
now Liberia) and was optimistic about the success it would
have in carrying out its humanitarian scheme.^

By that

year, Americans were also beginning to adjust to the compro
mise division of the l/ouisiana Territory at the 36° 3 0 f line.
The southern part of the territory was to be open to the
expansion of slavery? the northern part free of slaves.

It

was in 1821, too, that St. George Tucker completed his own
At
plan for the colonization of free Negroes.
39
Fitzhugh was a slaveholder who was very active in the
American Colonization Society. Fox, American Colon! za/bIon
Society, 48. For Fitzhugh’s view, see African Repository and
Colonial Journal, XX (Oct. 1826), 254.
Meade was an agent
for the .American Colonization Society and later became bishop
of Virginia® Fox, American Colonization Society, 48. For
Meade6s view 9 see AfiTcairRepogi^ory, T°°TjiiIlyl825), 148.
Madison and Jefferson expressed similar feelings. Thomas
Jefferson to Jared Sparks, Feb. 4, 1824, Works of Thomas
Jefferson, ed. Ford, XXX, 334-339? James Madison to Robert J.
Evans, June 15, 1819, Writings of JamesMadison, ed. Hunt,
VXXX, Wl-442. Colonization of free Negroes as a means to
achieve the emancipation of slaves is discussed in Staudenraus,
African Colonization Movement, 104-106, 113-114; and Fox,
American Colonization Society, passim.
40
Ibid., 6 7 -6 8 ; Staudenraus,- African Colonization Movement, 63-5F? Alexander, History of^ColoSTzaFioni l6 7^173
Jj,*f
The colonization plan has a final date of Jan. 10,
1821. However, the whole supplement m s not written in 1821.
Th© first ideas suggested by Tucker take into account the
Spanish control of East Florida and the pending treaty of
cession. The later ideas mention the cession of this terri
tory, as well as the possibilities for settlement west of
the Rocky Mountains (referring to Spain’s renunciation of any
claim it might have had to the Oregon area). Therefore, it
seems probable that Tucker wrote and revised his plan between
183.9 and. January 1821.
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At the same time the American Colonization Society and
its Virginia auxiliaries were deporting Negroes and mulatto©s
to Africa in order to maintain a peaceful, white United
States, and at the same time Congress was dividing the Louisi
ana Territory, making it half-slave, half-free, Tucker was
devising a colonization scheme which was radically different
from both approaches.

All of the practical considerations

which had led him to devise a plan for the gradual abolition
of slavery were vividly in his mind when he created his own
colonisation plan, but, despite these Incessant fears of
race vmrs, vagabondism, and miscegenation, his overriding
considerations were that the creation of a separate black
colony in Africa would entail unnecessary, Inordinate public
expense and that it would leave the tmedueated, unskilled
Negroes to the vagaries of nature and the savagry of outside
invaders•
Tucker’s basic ideas had not changed since 1796.

The

continuity of his ideas Is best seen In the way he wished
to present his colonization proposal.

The Dissertation on

Slavery had been republished in 1803.as an appendix, If0n the
State of Slavery In Virginia,” In Tucker’s edition of William
......
■
Ap
Blackstone’s Commentaries on the
laws
of
England.
Tucker
.
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planned to Include this appendix, along with a supplement to
It, in a second edition of this work.

The supplement was

4?
BXackstene, Commentaries,
9 ed. Tucker. I. ot. 2."
79-86.
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his scheme for the colonization of free blacks.^*3

Popular

interest in the deportation of Negroes had stirred Tucker to
a deeper consideration of the problem, but this renewed
consideration had not altered his earlier views.

He insisted

The principles upon which the preceeding Ps 1c~|
plan for the gradual abolition of Slavery in
Virginia, was form *d are to be regarded as
indispens1ble C sic 1 concomitants of this plan.
My object being to emancipate the Slave ; and
afford him an asylum against poverty, and
wretchedness, without inviting him to stay
within the territories of the United States,
if he can find a happier or more,comfortable
Situation in any other Country. ^
Tucker pondered over a suitable location for the settle
ment of a large number of free Negroes.

He discarded "East

Florida," because of "its proximity to Cuba, and the other
Islands in the West Indies already filled with negro© Slaves,
who may in time follow the Example of those in St. Domingo,
and form...nations of Barbarians and pirates. "^-5

Although

he speculated about settlements In the Rocky Mountain area
and on the Pacific coast, he once again chose the Louisiana
Territory as the ideal location for colonies of free Negroes.
The entire territory was large enough to accommodate America*
black population "without the difficulties and.«.expence,

^The
Slavery in
sonal copy
pt. 2, T-C

handwritten Supplement to Note H, On the State of
Virginia may be found interleaved in Tucker*s per
of his edition of Blackstonefs Commentaries (I,
Mss., ?9**86 and loose leaf).

^Tucker, Supplement to Note H, 80. Tucker meant
"actual states" when he used the term "territories•"
Ibid., 79.
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which must attend any attempt to colonize them in Africa."*^
Next, in his characteristic manner of outlining a plan
detail by detail, Tucker constructed a scheme for the coloni
zation of this territory based on the voluntary emigration
of blacks.

He suggested that all vacant government land

west of the Mississippi River be divided into sections thirty
miles square.

Every section was to be divided into twenty-

five townships, each six miles square.

He also proposed

that the central township of each section be reserved by the
United States as "an assylum f sic! for Negroes, and other
persons of colour, willing to settle therein."**'?

All colored

persons desiring residence in the asylum had to possess "a
certificate, or other satisfactory proof of his absolute
JkQ
freedom, and that he is not a fugitive from Justice.”
Each
acceptable colored family would then be given a twenty acre
plot of land, free from rents and taxes.

The title to this

land was to be retained by the United States and the settlers
were to be regarded as "Tenants for Life."**^

Tucker ealcu-

^ Ibid., 79^80, 86, and loose leaf. Tucker's concern
over the high cost of the colonization and protection of
Negroes in Africa proved to be reasonable. The American
Colonization Society was in constant need of funds and con
tinuously sought federal assistance, because privatedonations
were not.sufficient to carry out its program. Staudenraus,
African Colonization Movement. 3.6.# 38* ^8-58, 68, 150-151, 169;
Fox, American Colonization Society. 70-71, 75-76, 88, 191, 210;
and Slaughter, Virginian History, 9.
^Tucker, Supplement to Note H,
Ibid., 82.

^ r b l d . , 84.

80.

lated that about a half-million black persons could be
supported in these asylums.

He could think "of no other

means, by which a provision could be made for such a number."^0
In the center of each asylum Tucker proposed reserving
six hundred and forty acres for "a Village, or place of
resort, and residence, for white mechannics f slcl, and traders;
and for a Schoolmaster, or Schoolmasters, and such Teachers
of Religion as may be willing to settle themselves in those
asylums, for the purpose of Instructing the black people,
and their c h i l d r e n . T o encourage such people to move into
the Negro asylums, schoolmasters and religious instructors
were to be offered eighty acres of land, rent- and tax-free.
Mechanics and tradesmen would receive ten acres.^2

Law and

order In the asylums were to be enforced by Justices of the
peace and other officers chosen primarily from the white
settlers in each asylum, although black constables might
also help•^

Two of the duties of the Justices of the pea.ce

would be to compel all able Inhabitants of the asylum to
work and. to "bind...out11 all "vagrants and idlers."-^

5 ° i M d . , 85.
^rbia., 81.
52Ibid., 82.
-^At first Tucker felt that "no negroe or person of
Colour... should hold any civil office or appointment, what
soever. 11 By Jan. 1821, he had changed his mind and had written
"Perhaps it might be advisable to appoint some of the Blacks
or other people of colour, to be constables, in each asylum,
with power to Command and keep the peace among their fellow
negroes," Ibid., 8 3 , 83n.

83.

After Tucker constructed this first draft of his plan,
he began to have second thoughts about the practicability of
certain of its ideas.

He decided twenty acres might not be

enough land to support a Negro family, so he increased the
allotment to forty acres.

But the most Important revisions

he made were to increase the encirclement of the Negro asylums
and to lessen Negro rights.

Instead of a whole township

devoted to colored inhabitants. Tucker decided that four
separate asylums per section was a better idea.

Each asylum

was to be the size of a quarter-township (three miles square)
and situated twelve miles from all other asylums.

There

would still be a professional community in the different
asylums, but it would, be smaller.

By decreasing the size of

the asylum.and. the number of its inhabitants and by scattering
the asylums throughout the section, Tucker believed he could
offer the white settlers In the surrounding townships much
greater protection against the possibility of Negro violence.
Tucker also suggested an additional set of regulations.

The

establishment of "tippling houses" and the sale of alcohol
were to be punished by "severe penalties, in addition to
Expulsion from the assylum."^

Furthermore, guns and ammu

nition were to be excluded from those asylums which were in
56
no danger of Indian attack.

55Ibid.t 86.
Wl, !trw liriU M tfl

*

56Ibid., 85-86.

Tucker1s plan for colonizing free Negroes in the western
territories of the United States reflected his personal ideas
about blacks.

The isolation of colored people In asylums was

the result of Tucker*s continuing fears about miscegenation
and the lawlessness of blacks.

The regulations for colored

residents of the asylums were additions to the restrictions
on free Negroes in his Dissertation on Slavery.

Moreover, by

giving the inhabitants the status of "Tenants for Life” and
by compelling them to labor, Tucker hoped to prevent the
creation of an idle, starving, vagabond class.
It is a moot question as to whether Tucker*s colonization
plan was any more humane than the ones which suggested African
settlements.

Were African colonies more or less cruel than

freeing Negro slaves, practically forcing them to emigrate
from Virginia, and them reducing them to virtual slavery in
the Louisiana Territory?

Whatever the answer to this question

may be, Tucker believed his proposal was more humane than
turning uneducated Negroes loose in a foreign environment.
Moreover, Tucker was sure his proposal was the more practical
of the two.

The enormous amount of time and money required

to deport blacks to Africa would postpone the final emanci
pation of all slaves.

Most antislavery advocates believed

slavery would be abolished only when whites could be assured
of a controlled free Negro population.

Since the abolition

of slavery was Tucker’s ultimate goal, he purposely devised
a scheme which would speedily, but effectively, colonize and
restrict free blacks.

Despite this obvious clash of opinions between Tucker
and his contemporaries, there was absolutely no debate
between them.

It is quite possible that Tucker never told

anyone about his colonization proposal.

No surviving corres

pondence has been found which would show that he discussed
these thoughts with any of his friends or Intellectual
acquaintances.

This fact becomes important when one compares

this lack of correspondence with the full year of correspon
dence on slavery and its gradual abolition which preceded
the publication of Tucker’s Dissertation on Slavery. r
more, the supplement was never published.

Further

Tucker died before

he was able to bring out his planned second edition of
Blaokstone’s Commentaries.

The proposal remained buried in

his personal library.
One can only speculate as to why Tucker did not publicize
his views.

Perhaps he saw the difficulty of establishing his

geometrical sections and townships in territories which were
filling up with scattered populations of whites and Negro
slaves.

Perhaps he believed the African colonization move

ment was too entrenched to be easily pushed aside.

Perhaps

he realized, that the majority of influential Southerners
had begun to accept slavery as a necessity for their expanding
cotton economy— an economy which reaped Its highest profits
in the western cotton lands.

1st

Or perhaps Tucker, like Jeffer-

57"Queries Respecting the Slavery," Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.
Ser., IV, 191-211 1 Belknap Papers, II, 3?8-*423•

son in his old. age, had decided to leave the reform movement
in the hands of a younger generation.

He was almost seventy

years old when he wrote his colonization proposal.

The

rejection of his plan for gradual abolition of slavery in
1796 had left him embittered and defeated, as a younger man.
It is not surprising that in 1821 he did not actively seek
what might have been another humiliating experience.
Tucker was not unique in his prejudices, in his fears
for his society, or in his hopes for the gradual abolition
of slavery.

Many men in Virginia and the rest of the United

States shared these thoughts.

However, Tucker’s ideas about

the colonization of free blacks was unique.

At a time when

most Americans were turning away from the territories of the
United States as possible receptacles for an enormous free
Negro population, Tucker was turning toward them.

While his

contemporaries worked to make the United States a white man’s
country, Tucker proposed to open the West to both whites and
free blacks.

True, this did not mean that Tucker would

acquiesce to a mulatto country.

Negroes were to be severely

confined in order to prevent this from happening.

However,

his most important goal was freedom for all slaves and he
was willing to sacrifice some of America’s western land to
bring this about.
Tucker’s colonization proposal was based, on an ideology
typical of the last quarter of the eighteenth century.

His

thoughts had not changed, to correspond with the alteration
In political, economic, and intellectual attitudes of the

early nineteenth century.

By then revolutionary vigor and

moral Indignation over slavery were wearing thin within the
general population.

Most southern antislavery advocates had

turned to African, not territorial, colonization as a moder
ate plan, which would achieve their purposes without offending
white Americans.

By tenaciously holding on to his eighteenth-

century principles, Tucker was out of step with this newer
generation of colonlzatlonists and the society which made
their version of colonization popular.

By his silence, by

the detailed manuscript which remained unpublished and
unpubllcized, Tucker showed that he realized this.

CHAPTER IV
TUCKER AS SLAVEHOLDER AND JUDGE:
A BEHAVIORAL ACCEPTANCE OF SLAVERY

The ideas expressed in all of St. George Tucker’s
writings suggest a man who was skeptical about the character
and capabilities of Negroes, but a man who was so offended
by the moral evil of slavery and so afraid of possible
slave uprisings that he longed for an Immediate step toward
the abolition of chattel servitude.

It is often easier to

theorize about morality and the means to achieve It than It
is to put one’s Ideas Into practice.
did Tucker practice what he preached?

The question remains,
Did he own slaves?

How did he treat them or, more importantly, did he emancipate
them?

Moreover, as a judge, did Tucker attempt to ameliorate

the legal status of enslaved and free Negroes?
Tucker did not exempt himself from the ownership of
slaves.

He was In charge of the slaves that were attached,

to the plantations which his two wives (both widows) brought
to their marriages and he was also the owner of a number of
slaves at his personal residence In Williamsburg.

The

plantations of the John Randolph estate, including Bizarre,
Mafcoax, and Roanoke, were eventually turned over to Randolph’s
children when they came of age.
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Before that time Tucker
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supervised groups of approximately thirty-three, fifteen,
and sixty-five slaves respectively.***

Corrotoman plantation,

part of the George Carter estate, was eventually operated
by Joseph Cabell, Tucker1s son-in-law, and Charles Carter,
Tucker’s stepson, but Tucker always derived an income from
the plantation and was consulted on all Important matters•7
Corrotoman was worked by a labor force of between seventysix and one hundred twenty-six slaves, a labor fore© which
increased after Tucker took charge of the plantation’s
affairs.^

Moreover, Tucker owned an average of thirteen

slaves while living in Williamsburg.

This was a comparatively

large number, considering the average number of slaves owned
by Williamsburg families in the late eighteenth century was
five or six.^
The large number of slaves Tucker owned may account for
his involvement in the hiring out or sale of some of them.
Tucker was a shrewd businessman when it came to such dealings.
1

See Tables 1, 2, and 3«

See St. George Tucker to Joseph Cabell, May 10, 181^,
June 8 , 181^, Cabell Family Papers, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, Virginia. Hereafter cited as Cabell Papers.
*^Se@ Table *K
- ^Thad W. Tate Jr*, The Negro in Eighteenth-Century
Williamsburg (CharlottesvTlT©7l9?5T7^5ir Tate has computed
the number of slaves owned by late eighteenth-century Williams
burg families and has indicated that any household with an
extremely large number (1 0 -1 9 ) of slaves was an exception.
Ibid.. 51® See Table 5*
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He provided his agent for such s a l e s ^ with detailed terms that
r

were to be met and advised him to be careful when bargaining
with prospective buyers.

On behalf of his daughter, who wished

to sell five slaves, Tucker wrote, "The higher price of
negroes at present encourages me that you will dispose of
them for more than the sum limited in the power of attorney
(1*200), and I rely on your exertions to do so.

You will

apprise the purchaser whose property they are, that ignorance
may not hereafter be pretended.
Some of the slaves Tucker offered for sale had pre
viously been hired out for a long period of time.
learned of the difficulties

involved in such sales.

He soon
William

Haxall made excuses for the delay in selling Tucker 9s daughter’s
slaves by pointing out, "I think this property ought to bring
the sum you have named, and I believe it would readily have
done so, had they not been Indulged in hiring their time for
2 or 3 years past, which circumstance operates very unfavor
ably on the minds of people here,”? for 11the ©bjeetJion} Is,
that they have so long hired their time and lived without
controul.”®

Eventually B&xaXX was able to sell the slaves for

^Usually William BaxaXX of Petersburg (see St. George
Tueker-Willlam Haxall correspondence, T-C Mss., passim), but
also, in at least one case, his overseer (William Withers to
St. George Tucker, Mar. 11, 1?82, ibid.).
^St. George Tucker to William Haxall, Dec. 2, 1796, ibid.
See also details over the sal© of Tucker’s slave, Sally Quomino.
St. George Tucker to William Haxall, Feb. 1?, 1801, ibid.
?WiXXiam Haxall to St. George Tucker, Dee® 20, 1796, ibid.
^William Haxall to St. George Tucker, Feb® 10, 1797, ibid.
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the 1*200 requested, but not before Tucker had been given the
opportunity to reject the offer of John B. Davis to purchase
the slaves with the hope
The slaves involved

of emancipating them.
in the sale had asked Davis to

become their owner, so Davis offered Tucker "good bonds pay
able in twelve months; or Western lands, at a price which
I have frequently been offered for them," for their purchase.
He also informed Tucker that he had "no other view than to
give them an opportunity

of liberating themselves by returning

me the purchase money, with

interest, and what shall be deemed

a reasonable compensation for my risk" and that "Mr. Haxall
has promised the servants that the Sale shall be postponed
Q
until your determination shall b© k n o w n . N o evidence has
been found to explain Tucker’s "determination," but three
months later the slaves were sold to Haxall’s neighbor, Mr.
Robert Birchett.^ 0
In th© case of Sally Quomino and her children, Tucker
decided to sell them after th@5r labor no longer provided him
with a source of revenue.

He had been informed by Sally’s

employer that "the trouble and expense of keeping her and her
two children [ m s ] more than adequate to her services."^

A

^John B. Davis to St. George Tucker, Jan. 5# 1797, ibid.
XO^iixiam Haxall to St. Georg© Tucker, June 28, 1797,
ibid a It is difficult to determine how much Tucker’s daughter
influenced his decision not to sell her slaves to Davis.
“ St. George Tucker to Freeland and Gillies, Mar. b, 1793,
ibid.g Freeland and Gillies to St. George Tucker, Mar. 17, 1798,
ibid.
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purchaser was not easily found and three years later Tucker
prodded Haxall to continue looking for a buyer or else to
hire them out "upon the best terms you cam."^
Tucker accepted the slave system as a social and legal
reality with which he would have to live until legislative
abolition could be brought about*

Besides dealing with the

hiring* buying, and selling of his own slaves and those of
his immediate family, he often acted as an advisor or agent
18

for the sal© or purchase of other peoplefs slave property* J
Furthermore, Tucker *s own slaves were never manumitted.^
Fear for the safety of his family, concern for th© future
welfare of th© Negroes, and an awareness of the legal intri
cacies involved in manumission® all caused him to reject the
Idea of individual emancipation.
In 18X3 Tucker*© second wife, Leila, requested to pupchase any right of inheritance that her son by her first
marriage might have had to her servants.

She desired to be

12St. George Tucker to William Haxall, Feb. 1 7 , X80X,
ibid.
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Donald Campbell to St® George Tucker, Sept. 6 , 1 7 8 7 ,
ibid.®% H. Lee to St. George Tucker, Jan. 18, 1796, ibid. %
David Anderson to St® George Tucker, Mar. 2 3 , 1801, ibid. 1
St® George Tucker to Joseph C. Cabell, Apr* 8 , 1808, Bryan
Family Papers, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Vir
ginia. Hereafter cited as Bryan Papers. There is no evidence
that Tucker ever received money for his services in this
oonneotlon®
^ T u c k e r fs wife Inherited his slave property. Upon
her death, the slaves were inherited by th© Tucker children.
See Williamsburg Personal Property Taxes, 1828-1829, CW Research
Lib. Microfilm M-l-^7* St. George Tucker to Joseph C. Cabell,
June 8 , 181^, Cabell Papers.

able to bequeath these slaves to her new husband should she
die before him.

Charles Carter, Leila Tucker’s son, suggested

an alternative plan.

Rather than be paid for giving up his

rights, he preferred "to cede my right in them to you, on
the express condition that in case my FatherC-in-lawJ survives
you, he shall hold them 1till his death, when they shall be
emancipated by him, and in the event of your out-living him,
you shall make the like use of them”^

After Mrs. Tucker

informed her husband of this offer, Tucker wrote down his
thoughts on the matter®
number of reasons®

H@ rejected Carter’s plan for a

First, he feared the fatal consequences

which would follow should the slaves learn that the deaths
of their master and mistress were all that stood between
their slavery and freedom? "Such a Temptation ought In no
case to be held out to poor Ignorant creatures, who might
/L

be misled by the vicious Councils of others.t,XD

Further

more , Tucker explained s
As the Law is at present and probably will
continue, should they be emancipated they
must depart the State forever, within a year,
or be sold again as Slaves by the overseers
of the poor. The effect o“f the former
would be to send them into perpetual Banish
ment from their friends and Connexions, poor,
ignorant, and friendless. Those In the
decline of life would pefish miserable, and
those who were not would be obliged to

•^Charles Carter to Leila Tucker, Jan. 18, 1813, T-C
Mss.
1^St. George Tucker to Xi©ila Tucker (memo), Jan. 19,
1813, ibid®
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encounter every hardship that poverty, igno
rance, a want of friends, and a complexion
indicative of a State of Slavery could
expose them to*3-7
The possibility that they might be arrested and sold as
runaway slaves by the overseers of the poor was no better an
alternative.

If sold to an inhumane master, the slaves would

"experience a lot an Hundred times harder than that which
they have been for more than twenty years accustomed, and
in which they probably are, and will continue as happy, as
18
they are capable of being.”
80 Tucker remained a slaveowner and as such he faced many
problems typical of that position.

Toward the end of the

American Revolution, when the British campaign was centered
In th® South, Tucker was not exempt from losing some of his
19
slaves to the enemy.
Nor did his plantations fare any better
during the War of 1812, when the British carried off fortythree Negroes, ffth@ flower ©f our people," from the Corr©~
toman plantation.

For these slaves, Tucker hoped "to obtain

Restitution., or at least a Certificate from th© Captain of
17""'"
1Ibid. Tucker was referring to the state law passed
in 1806, which required manumitted slaves to leave Virginia
within twelve months of the time they were granted their
freedom. Hening, ed., The Statutes at Large, XVI, 2 5 2 .
18
St. George Tucker to Leila Tucker, Jan. 19. 1813, T-C Mss
■^William Withers to St. George Tucker, Aug. 10, l?8l,
ibid.

cm IT T in frufitsri'

20Joseph C. Cabell to J. H. Cocke, Apr. 28, 1814, Cabell
Papers? St. George Tucker to John Rloherson, Apr. 2^, 181^,
ibid.s St. George Tucker to Joseph C. Cabell, Sept. I**, 181^,
ibid. Table 4 shows the drop in th© number of slaves at
Corrotoman, although information for 1815 Is scarce.
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0*1

the Ship oh Board of which they are* that they are on board.”^x
As an absentee owner, many ©f the problems Tucker had
to deal with concerned the supervision of overseers, some
of whom were prone to "extreme and repeated cruelty" toward
the slaves.^

The Corro toman plantation was sometimes

the scene of such cruelties.

Tucker was astonished and dis

mayed at the "intemperate” conduct of the overseer, Mr. Robert
sons
To strip a poor woman for overstaying her
time with her Child a few minutes, was a
piece of barbarian!sew ... And if this young
Brute at Corrotoman is not check’d I shall
not wonder if he is £ murdered by the Negroes].
I had almost said, that I should not lament
it? in such abhorrence do I hold Conduct
of this Kind.
Another time he despaired:
Two young men, runaways from thence, made
their appearance last week® One had been
partly .whipped and. made his escape by the
rope by which he was tied, breaking? the
other says he was drawn up to b© whipped,
because he had been t© see his wife.®..
Five others, they say were in the Woods.
This is an abominable state of things, and
I almost wish I were dead that I might hear
nor see any more such
ii iii■mmiin i ii i HnTH' iii1
,1HwmmnTimm ■ w w jii n r .» mum n ii . m.im m u i r® ~im i

George Tucker to Joseph C® Cabell, Apr. 24, 181^,
Cabell Papers.
22

Frances Bland Tucker to St. George Tucker, Nov. i ?87Z? i ,
T-C Mss.
2S
St« George Tiieker to Joseph C. Cabell, Feb. 12, 1808,
Bryan Papers®
24
St. George Tuolcer to Joseph C. Cabell, Aug. 12, 1812,
Ibid.
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Robertson's actions led Tucker to conclude, ”1 am by no
means satisfied that that Intemperate young man should re
main there, unless Mr* Robertson takes upon himself to control
his Conduct more than he has done*”^
Some form of punishment was necessary, however, for
those slaves who misbehaved or ran away and Tucker was not
adverse to using severe punishment when he felt It was needed.
Although "overseers were the greatest Brutes of Creation,"^
they fulfilled a necessary function on the plantation ”as
Instruments of oppression.•.over s l a v e s . I n at least one
case, Tucker had a man hired to flog a violent and Insub
ordinate runaway s l a v e ^ and the same treatment was probably
used on Joseph Cabell's slave, Billy, who robbed the Tuckerfs
Williamsburg house.

Tucker wrote to Cabell, "Bring Billy

down with you— as I am determined to send him back, with &
memento against thieving.

Another runaway was punished

in a different manner® tfWe must make an example of him,”
Tucker wrote, ”by sending him off the plantation as soon as

25Xbld.
Ibid.
"They were in all other respects outcasts of Society.”
St® Georg© Tucker to William Wirt, Sept® 25® 1815, "William
Wirt fs Life of Patrick Henry,” William and Mary Quarterly,
1st Ser., XXII (Apr. 191*0-. 25*K
~
28
Henry Rieherson to St® Georg© Tucker, Jan. 23, 1817,
T-C. Mss*5 John Bicherson to St. George Tucker, Feb. 22, 1818,
ibid.
2^St. George Tucker to Joseph C* Cabell, May 2?, 1807,
Bryan Paperst St. George Tucker to Joseph C. Cabell, Feb. 12f
1808,Ibid.

It can be done with c o n v e n i e n c e * t!30
On the whole, Tucker was a concerned and understanding
master, because he believed that

flgood Servants may be ranked

among th© very--best of our Friends, and we should evince to
them that we consider them such, by friendly conduct, and
an Interest in their every comfort.”31

He fed, clothed, and

worried about the health and happiness of his slaves,32
but was practical about the extent of such care.

After

having sent a mulatto servant to his stepson, Theodorlck
Bland, Tucker offered the following fatherly advice: *'It is
that you will not run Into any Expense in the article of
Gloaths fsic'] for him, beyond what is barely necessary.

Your

own, or J'oiirmyTs cast d e a t h s may be made to fit him: should
you aim at a Servant in Livery, it will be the means of run
ning you into many unnecessary disbursements.”33
Tuckerfs slaves appreciated their master1^ concern for
their welfare and turned to him for succor in their old age.
On© slave, Phillis, wrote:

30st. George Tucker to Joseph C. Cabell, Feb. 8 , 1808,
ibid .

d ts g a c a s a rc s A S B

3^*st. George Tucker to Joseph 0. Cabell, May 10, 1811,
Ibid«
3^John Woodson to St. George Tucker, passim, T-C Mss.?
Frances Bland Tucker to St. George Tucker, Nov. 178?, ibid.
Joseph C. Cabell to St. George Tucker, July 3» 1818, Cabell
Papers? St. George Tucker to Joseph C. Cabell, June 8 , 1814,
ibid.
33gt. George Tucker to Theodorlck Bland, Aug. 30, 1789,
Bryan Papers.
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Loveing Master and Mlstriss X take the
Lebbertis of informing you of my present
wishes of which I hope you will not Be
displeased at nor think that I am not
Satisfied with my Situation of Life— So
far from that it gave me pleasure to say
that you Boath have discharged your duty
to me as any Servant have any Right to
Expect or wish for--But old Age and
infirmity Begains to follow me which Cause
me to think that my Business in Life are
nealy to an End— tho X know From my heart
that you and Mistress would never See me
Suffer as long as my Body Lives and you
Live But X am going down fast to my grave
and if you please By your Premonitions
Boath you and Mistres X would go and
Live those other few dais with master
Beverley and my Children*3^
Unlike most Virginians, Tucker had the opportunity
t© change the conditions of slavery by more than just the
humane treatment of his own servants*

As judge of th©

General Court of Virginia, Tucker was able to interpret
the laws he had so often criticized*

Significantly, his

judicial decisions point to a moderate, slightly more conser
vative than liberal, interpretation of Virginia1s slave laws.
Judge Tucker recorded his distaste for the frequent
acquittals of white men who murdered Negro

s l a v e s ,

35

his

most important opinions and decisions were expressed in cases
dealing with slaves as a form of property.

Most of these

^ Phillis to St* George Tucker,- n* d * , in Mary Haldane
Coleman, e d Virginia Silhouettes, Contemporary Letters
Concerning Negro Slavery in the State of virgtnjiTTRiehmond„
X 9 3 ^ n T ^ ^ « ^ S s t e r Beverley" was Tucker rs son, Nathaniel
Beverley Tucker* See also Cyfax Brown to St. Georg© Tucker,
May 15, 1822, T-C Mss.
35.Thomas Sorrell C a s e H e l e n T. Catterall, ed., Judicial
Cases Concerning Slavery and the Negro (Washington, 192<HT” ~~
I, 93-sPFT
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cases dealt with emancipated slaves who were being reenslaved
and sold to pay off their former owners* debts*

In 1805

the court permitted such r©enslavement and sale, but Tucker
dissenteds
The existence of this very suit corroborates
the opinion I have conceived, that a person
de facto free, either by birth, as in the
case of children, or by actual emancipation
in due form of law, as In the case of parents,
cannot be taken in execution to satisfy any
judgment, or decree in any suit to which he
is not a p a r t y *3©
Two years later, Tucker heard a case In which emancipated
slaves were suing to maintain their freedom, while the admin
istrator of their former owner’s will demanded that they be
sold to pay off the deceased’s debts (even though the deceased
had asked that her land be sold for this purpose)*

Tucker

decided that if the sale of the land could pay off all of
the debts, then the Negroes were to keep their freedom*
However, if all of the debts were not covered by the land
sale, the previously emancipated slaves were to "b© sold
for such a term of years as may be sufficient to raise the
adequate fund*”37

The duality of the slave as a person and

as a piece of property was taken into account*

This recog

nition of slaves as personal property m s the conservative
element in many of Tucker’s judicial decisions*

3^Woodley v* Abby and other paupers, ibid**
Tucker’s
"opinion" refers to his belief that slavery "cannot extend
to those not in being,n that is, unborn children of slaves*
Tucker, Dissertation, 97*
37
Patty and others (paupers) v* Colin, Catterall, ed*,
Judicial Cases, I, 115*
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Hudgins v. Wrights (1806) was Tucker’s most important,
precedent-setting case dealing with slaves*

In a former suit,

Hannah and other Indians v. Davis (1?87). the General Court had
declared that "no Indians- brought into Virginia since the
passing Cof the act of 1705 authorising a free trade with the
Indians,]] nor their descendants, can be slaves in this common
wealth. "3$

In 1806

a number of Individuals brought suit

for their freedom, because their ancestry could be traced
back to Indians.

At a hearing on the case, Hudgins v. Wrights,

George Wythe concluded that
the appellees were entitled to their freedom?
and, moreover, on the ground that freedom Is
the birthright of every human being, which
sentiment Is strongly Inculcated by the
first article of our ’political catechism,9
the bill of rights— he laid It down as a
general position, that whenever one person
claims to hold another in slavey, the onus
lies on the claimant,
When the case was appealled, Judge Tucker concurred with
Wythe’s decision that the Wrights were free (based on the case
of Hannah and others v. Davis), but he did not agree with
Wythe’s interpretation of th© Bill of Rights.

Tucker argued

that the Bill of Rights
am

mu 1i w
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J Hannah and other Indians v. Davis, ibid.B 94-95.
This decision was upheld In 180S In Pallas, Bridget, James,
Tabb, Hannah, Sam and others (Indians and paupers) v. Hill
and others, ibid., 116-117. Although Tucker was noF involved
in tha Hannah and others v. Davis case, he was Intellectually
interested in its outcome. Cullen,"St. George Tucker and Law
in Virginia," 94-95.
'■-to
•^Hudgins v. Wrights, Catterall, ed., Judicial Cases,
I, 112
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was meant to embrace the case of free citizens
or aliens only; and not by a side wind to over
come the rights of property,, and give freedom
to those very people who we have been compelled
from imperious circumstances to retain, generally,
in the same state of bondage that they were in
at the revolution, in which they had no concern,
agency, or interest.^ 0
Wythefs decision m s affirmed, but with restrictive qualifi
cations s
This Court, not approving of the Chancellor1s
principles and reasoning in his decree*•*
except so far as the same relates to white
persons and native American Indians, but entirely
disapproving thereof, so far as the same relates
to native Africans and their descendants, who
have been and are now held as slaves by the
citizens of this state, and discovering no other
error In the said decree, affirms the same.^-

4 0 Ibld., 1 1 2 .
^IJbid., 1 1 3 . To be fair to Tucker, Wythe's decision was
out of step with contemporary judicial philosophy* A century
would go by before the type of Judicial discretion which
Wythe showed in his decree (the adaptation of law to changing
social needs and the relaxation of the force of precedent)
would be In vogue* (See Wilfrid E. Rumble, Jr., American Legal
Realisms .Skepticism, Reform, and the Judicial Process [New
^SrFr‘T9^5l7ffl,0paiiTm7T^^f^airlng,
^ h e m,^ineteenth"~century, most
jurists based their decisions on the theory of natural law,
body of Ideal legal precepts by which, so far as possible,
they are made to conform®” (Roscoe Pound, The Formative Era
of American Law fBoston, 19383, 15® ) Attempting to organize "
and stabilize the American legal system following the Revolu
tion, judges saw the formation of "clear precedents,” "sound,
logically consistent and abstractly just rules for the future”
as their most important duty* (Ibid *» 102, 103®) Furthermore,
it was assumed that a rigid separation of powers left little
room for judicial "creativity®” (Ibid.*. Ill®) Tucker
decision in the ease of Hudgins y. Wrights was based on these
legal theories® He showed an acute concern for the important
precedent which would be set by th© case and his professional
conscience must have led him to render his strict Interpre
tation of the law® This analysis of legal theory does not
mean that Tuckerfs conservative decision may be excused® Judge
Wythe had used his public office to denounce the slave system
and, If his decision had been fully upheld, slavery would
have been declared unconstitutional in Virginia® Tuckerfs
professional reluctance to follow Wythe?s lead certainly has
a bearing on the degree of his personal conviction concerning
th© abolition of slavery.
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Conservative decisions such as this lead one to ask
whether there were discrepancies between Tucker*s ideas and
his actions?

In his Dissertation on Slavery Tucker had

chastised Virginians for not living up to the natural law
principles of liberty and equality for which they had fought
the American Revolution; yet, in his court decisions he
implied that slaves did not have to reap the benefits of th©
war, since they had "no concern, agency, or interest” In it®
Moreover, if ©quality was his goal, why did he devise eman
cipation and colonization plans which restricted Negro civil
rights?

If liberty was his goal, why did he make excuses for

not emancipating his own slaves?
When Tucker expressed his desire for liberty, he meant
only freedom from chattel slavery.

Ideally civil equality

would, have been desirous, but Tucker was aware of the pre
judices to which he and his society were subject.

Fearing

the possibility of a stain upon the white population should
the Negroes intermarry into it, fearing the possible star
vation and lawlessness which might result If Negroes were
ill-prepared for freedom, Tucker opted for rigid restrictions
upon a free black population®

Furthermore, Tuckers refusal

to emancipate his own slaves was not totally inconsistent
withhrs'desire for the abolition of slaveryi “"His plans
for gradual “abolition and territorial colonization had taken
Into account what he felt was the special status and character
of the Negro slaves.

The plans had confronted the status

of the slave as a piece of property.

They had dealt with the

possible mental inferiority of the Negro race.

They had

taken into account the slaves* lack of preparation for
Independent existence.

They had provided for gradual aboli

tionism with restrictions upon free Negroes only because
Tucker believed there were dangers, as well as assets, In
emancipation.

Considering this attitude, it would have been

more surprising If Tucker had freed his slaves.

For any

slaveowner to free Individual slaves without special pre
paration and without a means to regulate their questionable
behavior was contrary to all his hopes.
Conservatism also structured Tucker*s relationship with
his slaves.

Benevolent behavior was mixed with the recog

nition of a master’s superiority.

Tuckerfs proprietary

attitude was at once paternalistic and practical.
about his slaves* health and well-being, but m s

He worried
enough of

a businessman to treat them as pieces of property which
could be bought, sold, and separated from their families
when necessary.
An analysis of Tucker's personal and judicial treatment
of slaves greatly adds to any understanding of that Virginian®
complicated feelings about the institution of slavery.
Legally, slaves were chattel; Ideally, they should have been
free.

Tucker reconciled these two alternatives In his own

behavior.

As a concession to the institution of slavery,

he accepted the legal status of enslaved blacks as the pers o m T ^ o p e r t y of their" masters.

Defiance of the Institution

was expressed In his kindly concern for those human beings
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who were under his supervision.

Still, Tucker was more

reconciled to the slave system than his writings have
suggested.

This behavioral acceptance of slavery as a way

of life makes Tuckerfs theories on abolition even more
interesting.

CHAPTER V
THE COMPLEXITIES OP TUCKERrS COMMITMENT
TO THE ANTISLAVERY CAUSE

Were southern antislavery advocates, such as St. George
Tucker, truly liberal or were they so enmeshed in the prejudicial atmosphere of there time and area that they were never
completely dedicated to the abolition cause?

Some historians

have seen early southern emancipationists as sincere praetltioners of the Enlightenment, natural rights philsophy.
Others have suggested that these emancipationists were never
completely committed to total abolitionism, because they
modified their scheme to account for what they believed to
be the inferiority of the Negro race.

According to this view

of history, anything short of advocating general and Immediate
emancipation, concurrent with the granting of equal civil
rights, is a mockery of th© tru© meaning of "antislavery.n
Clement Eaton has characterized eighteenth-century
southern aristocrats as "amateur philosophers,” who enthusi
astically subscribed to liberal, European Enlightenment
thinking on slavery, religion, and politics.

Theories of

natural rights and social compacts, which presupposed basic
freedoms for all individuals, were popular and the aristo
crats of the South recognized the necessity of living up to
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9^

these ideals by eradicating slavery.*1- St* George Tucker
was one of the men who shared in this era of liberalism,
according to Eaton, Charles G. Sellers, Mary S* Locke, and
Richard Beale Davis,2 and it is to Tucker
bred aristocrats fthat3 one must look

and,Tthes@ colonial-

for the catholic point

of view which makes for tolerance * "3
To be a Southerner in support of

the abolition of slavery

took a special kind of commitment and understanding.

Richard

Beale Davis has called Tucker "an extreme liberal," because
he acknowledged the necessity to rebel

against the existing

social order ,** for that is what abolitionism was to the
South— a rebellion against the foundation of the whole
society, economic, social, and political*

Because of the

intense feeling of security which accompanies any adherence
to the status quo* early abolitionists had to apply tactics
which would arouse the least fears and the most participation
from their contemporaries.
to be "soft-sell."

Their approach, therefore, tended

Mary 8. Locke has defended this tactics

Abolitionists of the earlier day had seen
th© truth as clearly and spoken it as boldly
as any of the later generation. If their
—
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*4sat©n, Freedom of Thought, 10-23*
2Ibid *» 23? Charles G. Sellers,. Jr., nThe Travail of
Southern Slavery,” The Southerner as American, ed* Charles
G. Sellers, Jr. (Chapel Hill, I9S0 ),
Locke, AntiSlavery , 129s Davis, Intellectual Life in Jeffersonfs Vir
ginia* 259* 39X«
^Eaton, Freedom of Thought, 31•
^Davls, Intellectual Life in Jeffersonys Virginia, 259®
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language was usually more temperate it was
not from timidity or indifference, but be
cause they believed that persuasion was
more effective than provocation.-*
Other historians of the southern antislavery movement
have been less impressed with that movements sincerity#
While most of these historians have conceded that the philo-

^Loeke, Anti-S lavery * 196* Various pieces of historical
evidence back up the point of view that temperate southern
"aristocrats" presented persuasive antislavery arguments*
As tensions between the North and South mounted in the 1850s
and early 186Os, many persons hoped that the problem of
slavery could be solved by bringing out areas of agreement
in the thinking of both sections * Some abolition arguments
were bolstered by references to eighteenth- and early nine
teenth-century southern sympathizers and early southern pro
posals for abolition were offered as possible compromise
measures. In 1858 Daniel R. Goodloe Quoted from Tucker's
Dissertation, along with writings by Washington, Jefferson,
Madison, and others, in order to prove that southern revolu
tionary leaders "were not less impressed with the evils of
Slavery— moral, economical, and political--than those of
the North" and that these Southerners were "almost unanimous
against the institution" of slavery# Goodloe wrote, "My
object In making this publication is not to produce sectional
feeling, but to awaken in Southern minds those noble and
generous sentiments of freedom which animated their ancestors#"
(Daniel R* Goodloe, The Southern Platformg Or, Manual of
Southern Sentiment on the Subject of Slavery CEoston, 18581,
r@pU^2ished in 1861
in "response to the deep interest that is now felt in all
parts‘of the United States on the subject of slavery." In
the introductory note, the publisher wrote, "It Cthe republicationj is not intended to favor the schemes of any of the
present political parties of th© country, but simply to show
what were the opinions of a distinguished professor and
jurist of the Old Dominion sixty-five years ago*"- (St* George
Tiieker, A Dissertation on Slaveryg. With a Proposal for the
Gradual Abolition of It In the State of 'Virginia £,New York,
lotoXj, C2j#) Still, the strategic timing of the publication
must lead one to question its significance to the early Civil
War setting. Perhaps it was seen as a means to solve the
quarrel over slavery. As a proposal by a distinguished
Southerner to gradually abolish the evil which northern
abolitionists had so vehemently condemned, the plan offered
a compromise which might have served as a basis for reconcili
ation# All one can do is speculate as to any such deeper
motives on the part of the publisher, however, the publisher
was conscious of "the importance of the views entertained"
within the pamphlet* (Ibid*, £23,)
11
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sophy of natural rights did persuade some Southerners to voice
antislavery protests, they have ass rimed that such protests
lacked the kind of commitment which could mark them as genu
ine expressions of abolitionist sentiment.

Robert McColley,

one of the major proponents of this view, has discussed the
"difference between cautious and theoretical antislavery
as opposed to a practical and immediate concern for the rights
of the N e g r o e s I n doing so he has presented a complex
opinion of St. George Tucker’s part in the antislavery move
ment in Virginia.

McColley has written?

From their frequent statements in this vein,
these Virginia statemen have caused their
constituents to enjoy the reputation of being
antislavery, as if the statemen were voicing
the convictions of their society and class.
But if one looks closely. It appears that
attacks on slavery usually occurred In the
relations of Virginia with the outside world....
But among the class of wealthy planters whom
they chiefly represented not one Virginia
statesman of the Jeffersonian era ever advanced
a practical proposal for the elimination of
slavery, or for the systematic amelioration
of the Negro’s condition, with the single
exception of St. George Tucker.••.Schemes
■were, indeed, discussed in private. But,
Tucker excepted, no politically prominent man
came forward to advocate the end of slavery.?
In spite of this Initial praise for Tucker’s Dissertation,
McColley has qualified his opinion of the jurist by lumping
him with all those racist Virginians who believed "emancipa
tion must be accompanied with immediate removal, [[because]•••
a mongrelization of the races was to be feared."®
r-T n r — irM'i’H i i T ^ T i q n w — nwwiiiiiM Hi ■ ,1.111111 h m n n r n n w i i i m h i h i u b i i— m i— m»— m m m m i r w i
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^McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia. 158.
7 Ibid.. . 1 1 5 - 1 1 6 .

8Ibld.. 157-158.

Jordan, Dwight Lowell Diamond, and Keith M. Bailor have
joined with McColley In his analysis of Tucker’s antislavery
proposal of 1796.

Each of these historians has seen this

racist point of view as detrimental to the cause of abolition.
Tucker’s supreme

commitment, according to these historians,

was to a white America: "The unvarnished aim of Tucker’s
plan was the complete removal of all Negroes from Virginia
and from the rest of the nation as w e l l . "9
The opinions of McColley, Jordan, and Buinond have been
shaped by similar concerns.

Present day racial Injustices

have led each of these historians to question the forces
which "have kept the American Negro in a subordinate position
throughout our national h i s t o r y . M o r e o v e r ,

they have all

been able to trace the tragedy of Negro subordination to the
indecisiveness of many early emancipationists, particularly
those from the South;

The negative attitudes of these his

torians leads one to question whether they have been writing
"latter day abolitionist tract

instead of history.

McColley, although he has insisted otherwise, does lean
toward "latter day" abolitionism and has vigorously criti
cized the "tragic and vicious system which warped to some

^Keith M. Bailor, "John Taylor of Caroline: Continuity,
Change, and Discontinuity in Virginia’s Sentiments toward
Slavery, 1790-1820," Virginia Magazine of History and Bio
graphy, LXXV (July 19&7)7~292. See also Jordan* White over
BlackT 557-560? and Dumond, Antislavery. 79.
-------•^McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia, 5*

extent everyone having occasion to become involved with it."^-**But It Is Dumond’s Anti slavery which Is most blatantly aboli
tionist.

Condemnation awaits any antislavery plan short of

immediate and total incorporation of Negroes into society
as the legal and social equals of all other Americans.

It is

not surprising, therefore, that Dumond has offered the most
severe criticism of Tucker’s 1796 plans
Was this an anti-slavery document? The
answer Is a qualified not Tucker could
not deny or excuse the evils of the foreign
slave trade; they were too well known. He
could not repudiate the natural rights of
man; they were too universally endorsed*
He could not contemplate slavery in per
petuity; It stood condemned.. He could
not bring himse3„f to suggest the slaves
be killed off, or public funds be used to
rehabilitate them in Africa; but he could
and did present a system of oppression and
diabolical ertielty worse than slavery—
worse because designed deliberately to
drive them out of the land.I2
The historians who have condemned Tucker and many other
southern antislavery advocates for a less than genuine
desire to see slavery ended have based their conclusion on
the racist biases of these emancipationists, biases which
inevitably led the Southerners to become gradual abolition
ists and colonlzatlonists.

Each of these historians, McColley,

Jordan, Bailor, and Dumond, has considered Tucker’s
Dissertation suggestion that Negroes be coerced to migrate
voluntarily from Virginia to such areas as Spanish Louisiana

3-3-rbia., 6.
-^Dumond

Antislavery, 79*
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or Florida as an Indication of his personal commitment to a
white-dominated American society and, therefore, his lack of
devotion to true abolitionism*

This line of reasoning suffers

from many defects* The most obvious is the presupposition that
a sincere desire to end chattel slavery was always accompanied
by a willingness to accept and treat Negroes as equals.

Tucker

was sincerely against chattel slavery and his commitment to
the principles of Enlightenment philosophy caused him to devise
a plan which would have ultimately ended the cruelties of that
Institution in Virginia.

The publication of A Dissertation

on Slavery and its presentation to the Virginia General Assembly

■
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show what even McColley must call an exceptional devotion to
the cause of abolitionism.
racist.

Yet, St. George Tucker was a

He was not fully convinced that Negroes had physical

and mental capabilities that were equal to those of whites and
he regarded intermarriage between the races as taboo.^

His

^George’Fredribksonfs analysis of the colonization move
ment has raised the question of whether biological or environ
mental racism shaped the goals of that movement. Early nineteenth
century colon!zationists, according to Fredrickson, saw the
"American racial environment as intractable s11 they believed, that
the Negroes1 threat to the social and economic order of society
was due to the Negroes® degradation under slavery rather than to
their inherent inferiority. Whites could see no way to end
their prejudice against blacks except by the transportation of
the. Negroes away from the. .United States. (George M. Fredrickson,
The Black Image in the. White Mind ; The Debate on Afro-American
Character and Destiny , lBl7^19l7rT3le^w York. 19711s 11-12, ■17,-20. )■
Winthrop Jordan, on the other hand, provides evidence that
environmentalism had declined in popularity by 1812 and that
colonisationists were motivated by an irrational distaste for
black skins, a belief in the Innate inferiority of the Negro
race, and the fear of a biological mixture between whites and
blacks. (Jordan, White over Black, 533-538, 568-5^9.) Tucker's
motivation pattern is best described in Jordan's terms. Tucker's
territorial asylums were styled to alleviate "biological," not
"environmental,I! racist concerns. Restricted geographically,
socially, politically, and economically, the tenants of Negro
asylums would not escape the 'environmental degradation which had
oppressed them as slaves®
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abolition and postabolition proposals were shaped by the
prejudices which he shared with a majority of late eighteenthand early nineteenth-century Virginians.

His plan for gradual

abolition shows how clearly he understood these prejudices,
but it also shows how determined he was to bring about the end
of slavery in spite of them.
Previous historical analyses have presented a static
picture of Tucker's views.

Jordan and Bailor, for instance,

use Tucker's Dissertation

to indicate contemporary parallels

■ l u l u — illi lfLJU'TITTn
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to Thomas Jefferson's racist thinking In Notes on the State
of Virginia.
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Tucker was not Jefferson and the constant

equation of their ways of thinking has led to a misunder
standing of Tucker's point of view.

By singling out a few

lines and footnotes from Tucker's Dissertation, historians
have failed to note that Tucker did not fully develop his
Ideas on the treatment of free Negroes -until twenty-five
years after that pamphlet's publication, and at that time
Tucker bucked the trend toward African colonization and was
prepared to offer American soil to emancipated Negroes.
This scheme indicates how different Tucker was from early
southern antislavery advocates, like Jefferson, who considered
emancipation secondary to keeping America white.

The revolu

tionary heritage was more deeply engrained in Tucker’s mind
and conscience than

It was in the minds and consciences of

Jefferson, Monroe, Madison, or any of the other colonization-

^ I b i d ., 558-5&0? Bailor, "John Taylor of Caroline," 292.
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ists whose racist fears caused them to desire a postponement
of abolition until African colonization was feasible.

In

contrast, Tucker desired the immediate commencement of his
gradual abolition program, even though this necessitated
sharing territorial lands, lands which were slowly becoming
states, with freed blacks.

Significantly, civil equality

for Negroes might have been possible, too, because Tucker's
scheme provided for modification of the restrictions on freed
blacks If experience showed them capable of prodxictlve,
peaceful existence.^
^ X t is difficult to equate Tucker with his contemporaries
in the antislavery movement, particularly when analyzing the
movement's Inertia, Edmund S. Morgan has suggested that Vir
ginia's antislavery advocates were unable to carry out their
program (put Into practice their "republican" ideas) because
of their "deep distrust of the landless workman." Fear of the
idle poor, rather than racial prejudice, is seen as the found
ation for programs such as African colonisation, and St. George
Tucker is noted as one of many Virginians who wished to force
free Negroes to work if they did not do so voluntarily. ("Slavery
and Freedom," 9, 12-13.) Morgan makes a good point here, be
cause fear of a vagabond class was certainly In Tucker's mind
when he proposed both gradual abolitionism and strictly con
trolled territorial colonization. However, he falls to see that
Tucker had satisfactorily reconciled his fears and his revolu
tionary heritage in his plan for territorial colonization.
David Brlon Davis has suggested that Jefferson's "immense
silence" about slavery after 1790 was due to his membership in
the planter class and not his racism.
(Wag Thomas Jefferson
an Authentic Enemy of Slavery? Co^ford, 19701, 13, ‘^TT^^hii*
argument is as unacceptable as is racism for a pat explanation
of Tucker's plans and actions. Tucker's reputation was based
on his legal knowlege and position, not the size of his planta
tions. Moreover, Davis has suggested that Jefferson's identi
fication with the planter class caused him to desire "the pre
servation of a social order based on slavery." (Ibid.. 17®)
As already mentioned, Tucker was a rebel against what B. B.
Davis had called the existing "social universe" of late eighteenthand early nineteenth-century Virginia ... (Ibid., 1?. Se© K. B.
Davis, Intellectual Life in Jefferson's Virginia, 259®) He was
appalled by wealth and status gained at the expense of black
slaves. His sensitivity to property rights was more a product
of his legalistic training than his membership In a planter
aristocracy.
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Tucker sincerely desired the emancipation of all slaves.
In practice, however, he did not even manumit his own chattels.
While this may appear to be hypocritical behavior, Tucker's
thoughts and actions actually fall into a relatively cohesive
pattern.
vative.

Tucker was neither an extreme liberal nor a conser
H© was not an abolitionist, if "abolitionist" Is

defined as one who wants Immediate, total emancipation with
out compensation for slaveholders.

He was merely dedicated

to a liberal cause, but limited in his ability to support
an extreme abolition program by his own fears, by his judicial
respect for property ownership, and by the Inertia of the
proslavery majority which controlled Virginia's politics.
In spite of the gradualness of his scheme to end slavery
and in spite of th© reservations he had about Negro capabil
ities, he was one of the most liberal southern antislavery
advocates of his time.

As the eighteenth century ended and

the nineteenth century began, many southern emancipationists
of the revolutionary era wavered In their dedication to the
ultimate goal of freedom for all.

Racial, economic, and

political self-Intereat diverted their early abolitionist
enthusiasm to such programs as African colonization.

Tucker's

Interest was never diverted? instead, it was strengthened.
His original plan to remove the moral stigma of slavery from
Virginia was broadened in later life to include a system of
territorial colonization for all freed blacks from all th©
states of America.

By 1820, Tucker's continual commitment

to the natural rights philosophy was the factor which
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separated him from most of his sectional contemporaries.
It Is this continuous devotion to the antislavery cause
which makes Tucker an Important individual in any study of
the southern abolition movement.

It is a devotion marred by

racial prejudices and by the status of a slaveowner, but as
a man of prejudices and a master of slaves, St. George Tucker
only serves to clarify the complexity of antislavery advocacy
in a society which had decided to support itself on the labor
of black chattels.

In 1796, combining a Southerner's

awareness of the delicacy of the abolition Issue with a sin
cere hope for the end of chattel slavery, Tucker predicted
his lifelong fidelity to the ©.ntlslavery causes
Strenuously as I feel my mind opposed to a
simultaneous emancipation,...the abolition of
slavery in the United States, and especially
in that state, to which I am attached by every
tie that nature and society form, Is now my
fi r s t . and will probably be my last, expiring
wishT^®

^Tucker, Dissertation. 82

TABLE 1
SLAVE PROPERTI AT BIZARRE PLANTATION,
1782-17891

Bate
1782
1783
178^
1785

Total
Number

Over 16

1787
1788
1789

•

n

Over 12

28

1786

1'■,i

Under 16

10
11
13

30
32
28

16

21
20
22
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^Compiled from Cumberland Comity Personal Property Tax
Records, l?82~1789s Virginia State Library* Richmond* Virginia.
Records of slav© property were tabulated differently at vari
ous times® Statistics for each year are placed in the columns
which are appropriate to the tax records for that year. There
is no record of slaves under the age of twelve* St. George
Tucker married Frances Bland Randolph in 1778, but tax records
are not available before 1782® In 1789 Richard Randolph got
married and acquired control of Bizarre® Mary Haldane Coleman*
St. George Tuckers Citizen of Ho Mean City (Richmond, 1938),
HI T T “
" —
_
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TABUS 2
SLAVE PROPERTY AT MATOAX PLANTATION,
1782-17941

Date

Total Number

Over 16

12-16

1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
178 7

7

1788
1789
17 9 0
1791
1792
1793

18
11

3
5

1794

1
Compiled from Chesterfield County Personal Property Tax
Records, 1782-X794, Virginia State library, Richmond, Virginia,*
Records of slave property were tabulated differently at vari
ous times* Statistics for each year are placed in the columns
which are appropriate to the tax records for that year* There
is no record of slaves under the age of twelve* St„ George
Tucker married Francis Bland Randolph in 1??8, however, tax
records are not available before 1?82„ In 179^ John Randolph,
Tuckerf.s stepson, came of age and sold Matoax* Coleman, St*
George Tucker« 112* The information on the number of slaves
at Mato&x is scarce, therefore, the statistics pro\rlde an
extremely rough estimate of slave ownership*
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TABLE 3
SLAVE PROPERTY AT ROANOKE PLANTATION,
17&2-179bl

Date
1?82
1?83
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1?89
1790

Total
Number

Over 16

Under 16

12
10
18
24
36
6?
70
78

23
30
25
26
52

12-16

36

1791

62

1792
1793
1794

62
62
65

15
18
16

11

10
14
9

^Compiled from Charlotte County Personal Property Tar
Records, 1782-1794, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia,
Records of slave property were tabulated differently at vari
ous times. Statistics for each year are placed in the columns
which are appropriate to the tax records for that year. There
Is no record of slaves under the age of twelve. St. George
Tucker married Prances Bland Randolph In 1778, but tax records
are not available before 1782. In 1794 Tucker’s stepson,
John Randolph, came of age and acquired Roanoke plantation.
Coleman, St. George Tucker. 112.
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TABLE 4
SLAVE PROPERTY AT CORROTOMAN PLANTATION,

1791- 182?1

Date

Over 16
GC

JC

CC

12-16
GO

1791

69

1792

66

11

1793

68
70
67
69
70
70
69

13
10
15
8
11
15
16

1795
1796
1797
1798
1799

1800

1801

1806
180?
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813

Over

JC

CC

10
9

1^
14

GC JC CC CCe GC

1^

75

9

70
76

18
18

79

21
21

97
100
103

17
25
23

84
98
102
101

15
19
16
16
56
53

42
45
11

1816
1817

H-0 hZ

40 36
46 37
48 36
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12

9-12
JC

CC

TABLE 4 (continued)

Date

Over 16
GC

JC

CC

12-16
GC

1820
X82X
X822
X823
1824
X825
X826
X827

JC

Over
CC

12

GC JC CC CCe GC
36
50
51
56
54
53
55
58

9-12
JC

CC

30
33
45
4-5
45
36 t
46
46

K®V
GCs=George Carter estate
JC®Joseph Co Cabell
CCsCharXes Carter
CCesCharXes Carter estate

^Compiled from Lancaster County Personal Property Tax
Records, X?9X-»18276 Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia®
Records of slave property were tabulated differently at vari
ous times® Statistics for each year are placed in the columns
which are appropriate to the tax records for that year® There
is no record of slaves under the age of twelve, except for the
year 1820® St® George Tucker married Leila Skipwlth Carter
in X791• Coleman, St® George Tucker® 104® Tucker died in 1827®
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TABLE 5
WILLIAMSBURG HOUSEHOLD SLAVE PROPERTY,

1789- 182?1

Date

Over 12

1789

10

1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805

1806

1 2 -1 6

11

5 C?3

19
17
14
17
16
16
15

13

14
14
13
13

1807

1808
1809
1810

12
11

1811
1812
1813

12
15
12

1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819

12
12
13
13
13
(continued)
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TABXiE 5 (continued)

Over 12

Date
1820
1821
1822
1823
182&
1825
1826
182?

T R » ir f « m n 'r w » i'i iicii.Mi:iWii>m n i «

hi

■ ni

im i n r w

13
12
12
13
11
9
8
8

KMmraTij

rr ■.............
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w
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•^Compiled from W 111laxnsburg City Personal Property Tax
Hecords, l?89«!86l, Colonial Williamsburg Research Library,
Williamsburg, Virginia,, Microfilm M-l-4?* Records of slave
property were tabulated differently at various times* Sta
tistics for each year ar© placed in th© columns which are
appropriate for that year* There is no record of slaves
under the age of twelve* Tucker*s tax records begin in 1?89*
He died in 182?.
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